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Abstract

The low fielcl thelmoremanent clecay of two reentrant ferromagnets,

(Fe6.65/vz6.ss)s.ss2lvIns.11s ancl Crs.7sfles.2L, hæ been measurecl as a function of

tempelature and system â,ge, over foul clecades of observation time 1s < ú ( 1$as.

Two thermal protocols were observecl: (a) a temperature quench in a fielcl H.from
a leference temperaturc Tp above the felromagnetic Curie tempelaturc Ts to a

measur-ing temperatule 7 < 7s, followed by aging at ? for a time ú-, followecl

by the removal of the field, ancl (b) a temperature quench in a field from ?¿ to

T 1Tc, followed by aging fot t- or 104 at T, followecl by a positive temperature

cycling T -+ T + AZ -a T, which consumed typically t"a"t" Z 300s, followed by

fielcl removal.

Both systems \Mere characterized by two thermally distinct lelaxation legimes:

(a) a high temperature regime (T > 60K for (Fes.65l/¿0.¡s)o.ssz Mnorß ancl ? >
251{ ror Crs.7sFes.2r), when the decay was "stationaly" in the sense that the

isotherms were indepenclent of the system age t., and desclibable empirically by

a simple power. law superposed on a constant baseline, At-* * IVI6, and (b) a

low temper.ature regime Q < 60K for (Fe6.65/vi6.zs)o.aazMn¡.11s ancl r < 25K

for Crs.TsFeo.zt)., where the relaxation response developed many of the properties

observecl in materials with glassy structure, namely, an inflection point t¿n¡¡ ort

a logarithmic time scale which shiftecl systematically towalds longer obselvation

times with increasing system age t-, and a fragitity to thermal fluctuations which

inclicated that an "oldeL" system can be macle to loolç "younger,' by small positive

temperature shifts well below the glass temperaturcTo. In the latter regime, the

decay is clescribed empirically by the superposition of a constant ancl a stretched



exponential, NIs * A exp(-t I r)r-" .

This behaviour was intelpretecl within the context of sevelal lecent models

of glassy clynamics, ancl attempts were made to fit the experimental clata to the

specific relaxation expressions pledictecl by these theories. Attention was focusecl

on moclels of domain glowth, r-elaxation of clispersive excitations within fixeci

finite clomains, and anomalous cliffusion in a complex energy lanclscape char-ac-

telized by a large number of ranclom traps which captule the system as it evolves

toward equiliblium. With the exception of the latter modei, all the other mocl-

els require the intlocluction of an artificial constant baseline, to supplement the

theoletical prediction and to implove the agr-eement with the experimental clata.

Fits to the percolation moclel of clispersive excitations suggest that the change in

relaxation dynamics from equiliblium to nonequilibrium charactel is relatecl to a

crossovel'from alignecl to antialigned clomain clominance with clecr-easing temper'-

ature, but the origins of the aging effects ale virtually impossible to isolate within

this extremely general for-malism, and the systematics of the fiiting parameters

ar-e equally clifficult to interpret. The models of domain growth are qualitative-

ly consistent with many of the experimental systematics, but fail to provide a

satisfactory quantitative analytical representation of the decay.

The ranclom trap model, on the other hancl, is capable of reproducing many

of the features of the experimental isotherms with one clominant fitting par-ameter-,

z, which provicles considerable confirmation on the structure of phase space. Our

analysis yields an r(T) which increases with temperature from 0 to 1 throughout

the glassy, low temperatur-e phase, in both systems, suggesting that the landscape

of metastable wells may be more closely relatecl to the Random Energy Moclel



picture of Derricla, than to the Parisi solution of the Sherrington-I(irkpatrick

model. Not only cloes the ranclom trap moclel contain a specific mechanism to

account for the aging process, but it also offers a quantitative explanation for- the

relaxation crossover', in terms of a ch'amatic restlucturing of the energy landscape,

relatecl to a change in the clistribution of traps, ,þ(r) - T-(1+c), fi-om ø ( 1 to

r ) 1, ancl thus from a clivergent to a finite mean trapping time ( r ).

lu
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

In this chapter', I give a brief overview of disorclerecl magnetic systems ancl

their r-elaxation behaviotu.

In conventional magnetic systems, the atomic sites in a crystalline lattice

ar-e all ecluivalent, ancl are occupiecl by iclentical groups of magnetic ions. These

magnetic systems exhibit valious types of magnetic behaviour, inclucling diamag-

netism, paramagnetism, ferlomagnetism, antiferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism.

By contrast, in spatially clisorderecl solids, the sites of a regular. crystal lattice are

now occtlpied randomly by clifferent types of magnetic atoms. The relaxation

dynamics of such systems are of primar.y inter-est in this thesis.

The exchange interaction between the magnetic moments ultimately cleter-

mines their magnetic configulation. This interaction can be written as

1._
11 : -rL JiiS¿ Si ( 1.1)

where d¿ ancl ,Ç¡ ur. the spin magnetic moments of the ith ancl .ith atoms, ancl



,/,¡ is the exchange integlal (N4orrish, 1965) . Palallel ol antiparallel alignment of

tlre two spin moments is favoulecl is cleter-minecl by the sign of. J¿¡. In clisor-clerecl

magnetic systems, the sign of J¡¡ valies randomly. For example, in the system

(Prl6.ee65F es.0æs)F"fu[n., the Mn impurities, which tencl to couple antiferromag-

netically as nearest neighbours, are substituted randomly thr-oughout the lattice

sites of a fet'romagnetic host (Pd0.es65Feo.oo¡¡), thus producing a rathel broacl clis-

tribution of exchange boncls. If the bond clisorder- is very strong, a spin fi'ustr-ation

develops, ancl no single spin configuration satisfies all the ranclom exchange boncls

at the same time. The spins seem to be frozen in ranclom orientations. Arlagnetic

systems in this state ale l<nown as spin glasses (SG), which cliffer from ferromag-

nets (FM) and antifer-r-omagnets (AF) For a ferr-omagnet, the spins tencl to align

palallel, and for an antiferromagnet, antiparallel alignment is favour-ecl. Mag-

netically random SG systems clisplay metastability, anomalous time-clepenclent

relaxation towalcls an equilibrium state, and a depenclence on their thermal ancl

magnetic histories.

Figure 1.1 shows the experimental magnetic phase diagram of

(Pd0.ss6sPes.sæ5)1-"Mn". Four magnetically orderecl phases can be seen: pala-

magnet (P), ferromagnet (F), spin glass (SG) ancl reentrant ferromagnet (RF)

(Verbeek et al., 1973) . For Mn concentrations c 13at%, the system is a ferro-

magnet due to Fe-Fe moment interactions below the Curie temperature T6:. For

concentrations c > 6.\at%, the ferromagnetic Fe-Fe interaction ancl the antiferro-

magnetic Nin-Mn interaction compete with each other ancl thus generate a spin

glass phase beiow T56. For concentrations 3.0 1 c 1 6.0at%, there are sequential



t+(

tl

I- j.' Tsc
.27

c(at.% Mr)

Figure 1.1: The magnetic phase diagram of (Pds.ee6sFeo.oors) * c at.YoMn. The
various phases are: param.agnetic (P), ferromagnetic (F), spin glass (SG), ancl
reentrant ferromagnet (RF) for 3 I c ( 6. Frorn velbeek et at. (iozs).' '

10
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tr-ansitions from paramagnet to fellomagnet (shown by the al'l'o\.v in the figure),

ancl then to a spin glass as the tempelature is lowerecl. Such a phenomenon is

callecl reentrant behaviour'. In the r-eentrant phase, both ferromagnetic and spin

glass behaviour are expected to coexist.

Figure 1.2 shows the susceptibility as a function of tempelature for a typical

spin glass, ferlomagnet, ancl reentrant ferromagnet in the (Pd0.ss6sPes.sß5)y_.lvIn"

system. Note that the reentlant system shows an abrupt clrop in susceptibility at

low temperatures, which is similal to that in a spin glass.

Spin glasses are chalacter-izecl by str*iking irreversibility effects. These can

be studiecl by measuring the remanent magnetization after a change in the appliecl

fielcl. Several hinds of remanent magnetization must be clistinguishecl accorcling

to the ordel of applying â mâgnetic fielcl ancl cooling:

(t ) Cool the sample from a reference temperatu re TpBp , which is above ?s6r,

to the measuring temperature 7 in zelo field, then apply a static field for some

time (known as the wait time ú-) until the fielcl is turnecl off. The magnetization

measurecl this way is called the Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) .

Figure 1.3 illustrates the experimental procedure.

(2) Cool the sample in a static field from Tapp down to ?, and aftel wait-

ing for a time ú-, tuLn off the field. The magnetization obtained this way is

called the Thermoremanent Nlagnetization (TRiVI) . Figure 1.a(a) illustrates the

experimental proceclur-e.

(3) Cool the sample in zero field fi-om Tnnp to ? and after waiting for a

time f.,, apply the fielcl. This is shown in Figure 1.4(b) .



d
X

"(K)

Figure 1.2: Zero-field ac susceptibility measurenr.ents (using a driving frelcl of
!-loe a1a z|-o.Hz) on three (Pd6.ssosFeo.oo¡s)* 

" 
at% Mn allõys: (a) feriomagner

(" 
= 

1..9). (b) reentrant ferlomagnet (c - 5.0). (c) spin glass (c':6.b). Ttre
$as-hed line represents a theoretical reentrant calculation (fiom tire Sherrlirrgton-
I(irkpatrick rnodel) which has been artificially clemagnetization limitecl. F otrt
Verbeek et al. (1978).

151050



Figule L.3: ZFC M(t) measurement: solicl line T-profile; dashecl line H-profile



(b)

Figure 1.4: (a) FC-TRM Mft(ú) measurement: solicl line T-proflle, dashed line
H-profile; (Þ) ZpC or T-quench M(t) measurement: solicl line T-pr:ofile; dashecl
line H-plofile. Frorn J. A. Myclosh (19g3).



x 10-'u^yn &- Fe 0.5 %

T= 1.2 K

20 k0e

Figule 1_-5: Field de,pendence of the thelmoremanent magnetization (TRM) ob-
tained after cooling from T; > Tsc to ? : l.2K h a field .È, ancl of the'isothernral
remanent magnetization (IRM) obtained when a field 11 appliecl at I.ZR is sup-
pressed. From Tholence ancl Tournier (1924).



Figule 1.5 shows the TR\¡I ancl IRM curves for the spin glass Au-O.br¿ú% Fe

(Tholence and Toulnier,7974). Both TRIVI ancl IRIVI reach the same saturation

value, but at low fields, there is a big clifference between the TRIVI ancl IRVI.

The TRM clecay is wait-time (age) clepenclent. lVhen lVIrnu is piottecl

vel'sus logú, it exhibits an inflection point which shifts to longer- tirnes as the

wait time f', incr-eases. This is known as the aging effect, ancl it is an important

feature of both reentrant ferromagnets ancl spin glasses. Figure 1.6(a) shows the

sirsceptibiltty (1 I H)luI(i) and the corr-esponcling relaxation rate

,sl¿l : -r 
oMrnu

\/ H }lnt (1-2)

at clifferent wait times ú., : 100,300, 1000,3000, 104 ancl 3 x 10a sec for CzMn (10

atÙ/o) . The maxima in Figure 1.6(b) corresponcl to the inflection points in Fig¡r'e

1'6(a); and the aging effect is seen very clearly here. The time decay of the TRiVi

has been fittecl to various empirical functions, of which the most popular is the

stletched exponential (Chamberlin 1984, Hoogerbeets et al. 19gb, 1gg6) :

Mrau - Mo."p [-(å)'-"] (i 3)

where lVIs and n are temperatule clepenclent parameters, ancl r, depencls on both

T ancl t-.

Another interesting nonequilibrium phenomenon is the response to temper-

ature cycling. Experimentally, the sample is cooled in zero fielcl to a measurement

temperature 7 below Tsç, and after a long wait time ú, at T, a temperature cy-
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cling 7 + T + LT + 7 is performecl, after which the fielcl is lemovecl. Two

inflection points ale observecl.

Figure 1.7 shows the relaxation late,S(ú) versus logú for Cu (10% VIn) for

t- : 10as ancl for a selies of 47. Two maxima are observecl, ancl, as one is

suppressecl, the other grorvs systematically, inclicating that larger- A? tends to

mahe the system younger.

The relaxation phenomena clescribed above are pÌopeïties of all glassy mate-

t'ials, including orclinary winclow glass, clielectrics ancl amophous polymers. Thus

the physical mechanism responsible for- these unusual effects must be very general

indeecl, and must transcencl the cletails of specific systems.

11
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Chapter 2

Theories

2.L Fisher and [Iusets Droplet Model

Fisher ancl Huse developed a droplet theory for spin glasses (Huse ancl

Fisher, tosa) . They considered a system containing Ising spins (fi : f 1) which

have sholt range nearest neighboul interactions -[¡, clescribed by the Hamil tonian

U: -ïD4¡ J;¡S¿S¡. At any given temperature below the orclering temperature

Tsç,the short range spin glass has only two possible equilibrium states cienoted

by f ancl I (analogous to the up and down states of a ferromagnet) , which are

both random, and which are global spin flips of each other. The excitations from

the ground state f are clusters or droplets of coherently flipped spins F enclosed

by a "domain wall" .

Fisher and Huse claimecl that nonequilibrium dynamics is a consequence

of the growth of these droplets or- clomains. In a typicai thermoremanent mag-

netization measurement, the sample is cooled from a high temperature in the

paramagnetic phase to a measuring temperature T 1Tsç in a cooling fielcl f1",

then after a wait time ú- at 7, the freld H" is removed. Since the system has only

13



two pure equilibrium states f and f at temperatur-e T in zerc fielcl, it will nucleate

clomains of both types and then will try to lower its fi-ee eneÌgy by clecleasing the

amount of interface between the I ancl f clomains, thus growing larger ancl lalger

clomains of f ancl F. But, because there are ranclomness-inclucecl free enelgy bar'-

riers, the growth with time ú of the characteristic length scale -R¿ of the clomains

of the two states will be very slow. In fact, in a time ú after the quench, free

energy barriers of height B - T lnú can be sulmountecl, and the chalacteristic

length scale of the domains -R¿ grows as

R,-[ffi]/'.þ (2 L)

where T/ is the Ourrr.. exponent clescribing the growth of activation-barrier heights

with length scale, and A(") sets the free enelgy scale of the bar-riers.

After the wait time ú-, domains of length scale

R-=Rt--¡T!41ru (2 2)

are found. When the fielcl is turned off, then for ln t ( Int-, quasi-equilibrium

relaxation processes occur first on length scales L - ITlntlL]r/ú K R- ancl the

magnetization relaxes as

m(t) - (lnl-ol,t' (2 B)

where d is an exponent, while, for lnú ) ln t., L - -R and nonequilibrium domain
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glo"¡/th occurs ancl the magnetization relaxes faster:

m(t) - (Lnt)-^l'Þ (2.4)

wher-e 
^ 

> 0. Thus thele is a crossover at t-, which explains the experimental

inflection point.

Fisher ancl Huse also suggestecl a temperature shifting expeliment to test

their theoly. In such an experiment, the system is coolecl first to a temperature

Tt 1 7s6, then after- a wait time f-,, the temperature is changecl from T1 to

Tz:Tt+ LT 1Tsc, and after another wait time tr", lhe field is removecl and

the clecay of the magnetization is measurecl. Fisher and Huse claimecl that the

two equilibrium states f(71) at fi ancl f(Tr) at T2 a.re inclistinguishable within a

characteristic length scale /47,, callecl the overlap length:

ln ," -l Tt - Tz l-t9-o¡-' (2.5)

where LT12=lTt-Tz l, and d" and 0 arc scalingexponents. Thus, there are

three characteristic length scales to be considered: the clomain size R-r(fi) after

the wait time úr,, the overlap length /6n, imposecl by LTn, ancl the clomain size

R-r(Tz) afler t"ur. The final clomain size -R- is

R- : max(.R-r, min(/a7,, , 4.,, )) (2.6)

Because an overlap length is forced on the system when the temperature is
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changecl by LTp, the min(/¡Tr, R.ut) appears in the above equation. For a tem-

perature 4fi2 such that

R-, K167r" K R-, (2 7)

then accorcling to Eq(2.6), R- : l^r,,. Thus the system will appear to be younger.

However', if not all of the -Rr, domains fracture into the smaller'/¡n, clomains, then

there should be two crossovers in the magnetization decay, and experimentally

two inflection points shoulcl be obselved. The first inflection point corresponcls

to 167r", and the second to Ë-r.

2.2 Koper and Hilhorst Dornain Model

Koper and Hilhorst (1988) proposed a domain model similal to that of

Fisher ancl Huse.

Their theoly is a mesoscopic picture of time-dependent domains of corre-

lated spins. Accor.ding to Koper and Hilhorst, the thermodynamic state of a spin

glass at a temperature 7 ancl in a magnetic field -tl is characterized by a set

of spin correlations referred to as (7,f/)-correlations. Two states (71,Ë/1) and

(7", Hz) have the same coïÌelations over a length scale l(7r - Tz, Ht - øù callecl

the overlap length, ancl /(47, LH) --+ oo as AT -- 0 and A,H ---r 0. For a system

in eqtrilibrium at (T,H)., there is only a single infinite (7, //)-domain.

At the instant when a system is quenched to a measuring temperature T <

Ts6,it is completely clisorderecl ancl all domain sizes are zero. If the system is in

a field H at a temperature 7, then the (7, fI)-domains will start growing without

16



limit. There may also b" (n,Ì/1)-clomains present, where (Tr,,Hr) + (f ,I1), but

these must stop glowing when they reach the overlzr,p length l(7, - T, Ht - H)

ancl any that are larger than / will brealc up into clomains of this maximum size.

The existence of these "seconclary" clomains becomes important only if the fielcl

ol tempelature is changed.

I(oper ancl Hilhorst appliecl their theor-y to a field jump expeliment at con-

stant temperatur-e ancl obtainecl the following explicit expression for the clecay of

the magnetization:

Ir(t) : Mi(r + ftf" x {exp -#õlþ + t*)r-" - t';"1} (2 8)

where t0, tt, ancl t2 are tempelature-depenclent microscopic times.

Sample curves fot' various wait times t., are shown later in Chapter iV in
comparison with experimental clata.

2.3 Bouchaud's Random Tlap Model

Bouchaucl's moclel is based on the Sher.rington-I(irhpatrick (SI{) mean field

model of spin glasses (Sherrington ancl l(irkpatrick, ig7b) .

2.3.L Review of the SK Model

Edwarcls ancl Anderson (1975) solved the classical Heisenberg problem for

spin glasses. Their model assumed finite-range ranclom exchange interactions

between a system of N spins placed on a regular lattice with Hamiltonian

17



11-

The exchange interaction

according to

1--;L J¡¡S;'S¡ - s/,u \-
2J2

J¿¡ was limitecl to Z near

Ho S¿ (2 e)

neighbours, ancl distributecl

P(J,¡):#^"*pe#)

where -I is the standard deviation.

In olclel to chatacterize spin glass freezing, Eclwar-ds

clucecl an order palametel, which compales the spin at the

two clifferent times:

(2.10)

and Anderson intro-

¿th site with itself at

q =<,ío(¿o) ^ío(¿) > (2.11)

with ú ) ú6. In the spin glass state, q # 0.Edwarcls and Anclerson also intr-oclucecl

the concept of "replicas", which are identical copies of the system with the same

boncl distribution, but with different spin configurations ancl usecl the replica

method to calculate the zero-field susceptibility:

(cx:tH-o(rsc-r),iaT;,"" (2rz)

One of the successful features of this moclel was that it preclictecl a cusp in the

susceptibility at Ts6, as observecl experimentally.

18



The Sherrington ancl l(ir-lipatrick moclel (Sherr-ington ancl l(ilkpatrick, 19Zb)

is similai- to the EA moclel, but assumes infinite-r'ange ranclom exchange interac-

tions -/¿¡ between Ising spins,S¿ : *1, with the same bond clistribution p(J¡) for

every pair':

P(ru¡): #"*oç-Qt-ü¡ (2.13)

The SI( Hamiltonian is

H - -l Jo,SoS, - 7t-¿nHoÐS,,
(ij) i

r: kar(]þm,-+(#),G-ù,

-h fS ¿' exp(-|22) ln(2 cosh s(r)))

(2.r4)

whele D1;¡.¡ clenotes a summation over ¡/(¡/ - 1)/2 clistinct pails of spins, ancl all

pairs of spins interact equally with the same boncl clistribution. Sherrington ancl

I(irlcpatriclc intlocluced two intensive variables :

Jo:

and used the replica method developed by Eclwarcls ancl Anclerson to perfo¡m the

necessary statistical mechanics. For simplicity, they assumecl that all the replicas

were inclistinguishable, and obtainecl the following free energy:

J6- J
¡¡t" - ¡¡L/2

(2.15)
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where

1 r*-_t
\En I -*

1 r*-q: øJ_*

a, "*pÇ|z\ tanhl(z) (2.16)

a, "*p(|z\ tanh2 E(z) (2.17)

T,-
E(z) : 

fi¡,{Jo^ +Jrrtz, + stt,Bío) (2.18)

Sherrington ancl Kirkpatriclc showed that

rn =<< S¿ )7)¡ (2.re)

q :<< So >T>t (2.20)

where

bond average. Thus rn is the local magnetization and q is the orcler parameter,

which measures the self-overlap of a state. In the replica symmetric SK solution,

there is only one such overlap q.

The phase cliagram predicted by the s-I( model in zero fielcl (fI : 0) is

shown in Figure 2.1. There are three magnetic phases: (1) a paramagnetic phase

with m : q:0, (2) aferromagnetic phase with rn l0,q f 0, and, (3) a spin glass

phase with rn :0,g 1 0. For r¡ 1 L.0, there is a phase transition from paramagnet

to spin glass at aspin glasstemperature TsG :j lttu. For 1 ( r¡ 1 !.25,the moclel
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Figure 2-1: The zero-field magnetic phase.diagram of the SI( model. The region
I-11 < L-25 (brolien line) is "reentrant". From Shertington ancl lfiripltiick
(1e75).
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preclicts a transition from paramâgnet to felromagnet then to a spin glass as the

tempelature is lowerecl. The SI{ solution in the SG-phase ancl in the fer.romagnetic

phase is unstable at lor,v temperatures arrcl predicts a negative entropy at T : 0.

Thus the Sl(-r'eentrant transition line (solict line in Figure 2.1) cloes not exist.

De Almeicla ancl Thouless (cle Almeicla and Thouless, 1g7S) reexaminecl the low

temperature behaviour, ancl they found the AT instability line, shown by the

br-olçen line in Figure 2.2. Below this line, the SK solution is incorrect ancl must

be replacecl.

To obtain a stable solution and to avoicl the negative entropy in the SK

moclel, Palisi (1979, 1980) assumecl that for two replicas a ancl 0, cloB t qp*,

a + P ancl therefore, that the replica symmetry is br-oken. To break the symmetry,

Parisi r-econstructecl an n x n) 4oB matrix in the following way: (1) brealc the n x n

matÌix into nf m1 x nf ml bloclcs of size rn1 x rnl matúces. In the off diagonal

blocks, the assigned value q(mo) remains unchangecl, but in the cliagonal blocks,

cl(mo) is replacecl by q(^t). (2) in each of the m1x rn1 blocks, which are cliagonal,

subdivicle it into mr I mz x m1f m2 subblocks, each of size m2 x rrL2t ancl along the

cliagonal blocks, replace q(ru) by q(*z). Repeat this k times, ancl we have

q(mo)<(t(mr)<ct\nz) (2.21)

Ttr: TTLO 2 mt ) '.. rn* ) (2.22)

In the limit as , --+ 0, the above condition is'turnecl around.':
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01my1mz...m¡17 (2.23)

In the limit k --¡ oo, Par-isi leplacecl m¿ by a continuous variable r, so that the

matrix element q(rni) becomes Parisi's older palametel function q(r),0 ( ¿ ( 1.

Parisi's solution was inter-preted to imply the existence of very many pure

thelrnoclynamic states below the AT line, and the r-elation between q(z) ancl P(q),

the probability distlibution of the overlaps between the various puÌe equilibrium

states, is given by

P(q) , (2.24)

where r(q) is the invelse ftrnction of q(t):

P(q)drt (2.25)

and is the probability of fincling an over-lap less than q between two states chosen

at ranclom.

2.3.2 Bouchaud's Model of Random Tbaps

J. P. Bouchaud (1992) proposecl a phenomenological model for r.elaxation

in clisorclelecl systems, which is looseiy basecl on Parisi's solution of the SK moclel,

ancl the existence of many valleys in phase space. Accorcling to Bouchaucl, for a

finite clisorderecl system, the energy landscape is expected to be extremely rough,

with many local minima corresponcling to metastabie configurations, sulrounclecl

dr
-:dq

*@): ll*
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by rather high energy barriers. These local minima act as "traps" which get holcl

of the system for a celtain time r. Accorcling to the SI{ moclei, the clistribution

of free energies of these minima has the form of an exponential:

PU) : r lT exp[r(Í - Ío) lr] (2.26)

whete ¿ is a temperature depenclent numbel between 0 and 1, ancl /6 is a reference

level. using r : rlexp[(/ - fo)lr] and tþ(r)dr : P(f)df, the clistribution of

trapping times is founcl to be:

,þ(r) : nrfrr-T+') (2.27)

foi' large r. Here ru is a nomalization constant. One of the interesting features is

that the aveÌage tr-apping time ( r ): li d, rtþ(") cliverges if z < 1. Thelefore,

the system needs an infinite time to explore its complete phase space. Bouchaucl

called this situation "weal<" ergodicity breahing.

Now if the system is field coolecl to a certain temperature 7 ( 7sç, and

the magnetic fielcl is left on for a time ú-, then, during this wait time, the system

explores its phase space. Bouchaud showed that for r ) I, the deepest trap

encounterecl duling this time is such that r^o, =t-, so that the accessible region

of phase space is limited stlictly by the wait time ú-. According to Bouchaucl,

the probability P(r, t-) to find a subsystem in a state r is given by

P (r, t.) : Ar(r I t *)(t-)"-t l r* (2.28)
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where r(z) depends on the geometry of phase space ancl zl is a nor.malization

constant. Assuming a simple exponential clecay flom single states when the fielcl

is turnecl off, the magnetization reiaxation rate is given bv:

clmlm - -p < Il, ) ctt: -rltlplZ) lo* 
n (rlr)p(r,t-)exp(-tlr) (2.2s)

where z : Ii drP(r,ú,,)exp(-úfr), ancl p is the probability for the magneti-

zation of the subsystem to relax when leaving a r-trap, rather than to continue

aging among magnetized states.

To talce into account aging cluring relaxation, t_ + t tú_, ancl, integrating

Eq(2.29) yielcls:

n7 : Tfl|exp[-7 
lo' 

,-. (, + t_),-r dt]

For ú ( ú-, this reduces to a stretched exponential clecay:

(2.30)

m(t) : m¡ exp[-7 lQ - r)(tlt-)t-'] (2.Jr)

and for t Þ t-, it lecluces to a power law decay:

m(t) x (tlt.¡-t. (2.32)

Note these two limits are intimately connected.

The most important quantity of Bouchaud's theory is the inclex ø which also
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appears in the SI( moclel of spin-glasses. ¿' gives information on the clistribution

of free-enelgies in the spin-glass phase. In the stanclalcl SK moclel, z(T) is very

complicated ancl clecreases towarcl zeto as T --+ Tss.

2.3.3 The Random Energy Model (REM) of Derrida

Since it will be of some relevance to our interpretations, we will also briefly

cliscuss the Ranclom Energy \4oclel clue to Derricla, which offers an alter-native

micloscopic basis for Bouchaucl's phenomenological trapping theor.y.

If the stanclard SI{ moclel is generalized.to p-spin interactions, then

Hp : - Ð Ai1,i2,'..,iooit "' oip
i1 ri2r'.. rio

(2.33)

where Ai1,i2,..',i, is a random intelaction for a cluster of p spins, which is clete¡minecl

accorcling to a Gaussian clistribution

p(A¿,...¿,) : (Nn-r f r J2p)1/z exp[(Ä¿,...¿o ¡z Nn-t I l2p!] (2.34)

For a given configuration of .pins {ojl)}, the eneïgy -Ð clepencls on the

interactions (A¡r'.¿), ancl, for atl the Hamiltoni ans'l!,, the probability p(ð) that

this configuration has energy E is given bv

P(E) - exp(-E' lt¡ l') (2.35)

It is also possible to clefine the probabllity pp(Er, Ez) that two given spin
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configurations {øfl) } an.l {o[Ð] have enelgies E1 and E2:

P(Er, Ez) - exp[-
(h * Ez)2 (Et - Ez)z

(2.36)2¡l[1 +(2r-I)P]J2 2N[1 - (2r-I)1,]J2

Notice rhat P(81, Ez) depencls on the number z, where l/r is the number

of iclentical spins in the two configurations. The parameter ø is always between

0 ancl 1, ancl measures the "overlap" between the configurations.

When P :2, we get the stanclalcl SI( moclel with Parisi's heir-archical solu-

tion. lVhen p is large, P(Er, Ez) - P(EùP(82), and the energy levels become

indepenclent ranclom variables. The limit ? --+ oo is the Ranclom Energy À4oclel

of DeÌr'icla, which consists of 2N completely uncorrelatecl energy levels ,Ð¿ clis-

tlibuted according to probability distribution Eq(2.35) . The lattel Gaussian can

be linealized into an exponential ancl thus made to loolc just like Eq(2.26), pro-

vided that r : TlTsc. Thus Derricla's model is also treated naturally within

Bouchaucl's random trap formalism, but the tempelature clepenclence of ø is very

different from that in the standard SK moclel.

Derrida solved the case where there is also a ferromagnetic pair interaction:

7tí:\le - *¿"r, (2.37)

ancl the results are summarized in the phase cliagram which is shown in Figure

2.4. In the low temperature phase I, the system is completely frozen (there a¡e

no fluctuations of the magnetization) and the magnetization is zero; in the low
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tempelature phase II, which is the reentlant phase, the system is also frozen,

but with a finite magnetization. lVhen the temperature incleases, there is fir-st a

tr¿nsition from phase II to a ferromagnetic phase, and then another transition to

a p¿Ìamagnetic phase, when JolJ > 1lQ\/E ).

2.4 The Percolation Model of chamberlin and
Haines

Recently, Chamberlin ancl Haines (Chamberlin and Haines, 1gg0) proposecl

a model basecl on activatecl lelaxation of clispersive excitations (magnons) on a

percolation clistlibution of finite-sized domains. The authors claimecl the advan-

tages of this model to be:

(t) The model is applicable to any ranclom system with clispersive excita-

tions because it is basecl on genelal geometric considelations;

(2) The model provicled a better fit to theil magnetization relaxation clata

which covered over eight decacles of observation time (to-s to 10a sec).

Though several investigators had previously considered the role of finite

clomains in the dynamics of random systems, Chamberlin ancl Haines considered

only dispersive excitations with fixed finite domains. They founcl that local spin

excitations, domain rotation, ancl wall motion neecl not be consiclerecl in their

observation time (10-5 to 10a sec).

Chamberlin ancl Haines clefined a correlated domain as a region where all

spins have the same average excitation energy. A clomain D, contains s spins,

and there is a distribution n" of various clomain sizes. Thus, the probability that
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a given spin belongs to a clomain will be sn". It is also assumed that all spins (or

excitations or magnons) in D, share a common relaxation rate u.r". Assuming linear

r-esponse' the probability that this domain D" has not reachecl the equilibrium

state is e-'"t. Summecl over all clomains:

A[(t)xD(r",) Xe-u"t (2.38)

It is then assumecl that a given spin is correlatecl with at least one of its neighbours

with probability p. When p is bigger than p", which is the critical probability for

boncl per-colation, then (,A. B. Harlis and T. C. Lubensky (1gS1).)

n" o ,o exp[-(C's)a] (2.3e)

where fi'om percolation theory, 0 : -7lg and { : 213, ancl Ct nl p - p" lr/" with

o :0.45.

FoI activated relaxation of quantized systems at temperatur-e ?, the r-elax-

ation rate is

as 6 e-6ElhBT e.40)

where óE is the aver-age enetgy spacing. Chamberlin statecl that s cliscrete levels

fill a fixecl banclwiclth, so that

6E : Lls (2.4r)
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where A clepends only on the average interaction between spins, inclepenclent of

clomain size. Combining Eq(2.3S)-(2.41) leacls to

tur (t) nrl / e erp(- rz I s) er p(_ ta *e- c I * 
) clr (2.42)

where the integration variable u : C's, the initial response is [3f(1g/6)lz]ltto:
3.578X[¿, ancl øoo is the relaxation rate of the infinite-sizecl clomain, ancl C :
Ct LIkBT is an adjustable parameter.

If a magnetic sample is cooled in an extelnal field 11 from the paramagnetic

regime to a given low tempetature, ancl the field is recluced to zero after a certain

wait time ú-, then the system stalts to relax. Chamberlin and Haines pointecl out

that two types of clomains shoulcl be distinguished accolcling to their orientations.

The clomains alignecl with the field have lower initial enelgy, ancl will increase their-

energy after H is removecl, r-esulting in C c< 6E > 0. Alignecl domains are clefined

by C > 0; they neecl not be alignecl with fl but in general will be orientecl with the

local fielcl. Similarly "antialignecl" domains are definecl by their initially higher

level of exitation, which decreases during lelaxation, proclucing C x 6E < 0.

Thus, two separate equations can be used to describe the relaxation of alignecl

and antialignecl domains:

: uo 
fo*

M(t)

M(t)

: uo 
Io*

: rn 
ln*

rr0/se*p(-*z/s)ern(-tu_e-c/,)clr,C > 0 (2.4J)

rL0/eerp(-*z/3)ernGtu*e-c/*)d,r,C <0 (2.44)
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where ø- is the fastest relaxation rate of the largest alignecl clomain, ancl ø-,, is

the slowest relaxation rate of the lalgest antialignecl clomain.

Chamberlin and his coworkers tested their theory on the AuFe system ancl

the EuS system, as well as on various glass folming liquids. Figure 2.4 shows

some typical fits to Eq(2.43) ancl (Z.a{ .

Various mathematical approximations to Eq(2.43) and (2.aa) reprocluce sev_

eral of the empiricai functions previous usecl to characterize relaxation in ranclom

systems. Using a steepest-descents methocl valicl for Cu_t ) 1, Eq (2.4J) becomes

a simple power law M(t) x t-o. A similar appr-oximation for Eq (2.aÐ, which is

valicl when Cu¡t ( 1, reproduces the stletched exponential NI(t) - erp(-tþ).

2.5 Orland-Lainée,s Model of SK Dynamics

Lastly, we mention a model by De Dominicis, orlancl and Lainée (c. De

Dominicis, H. orland ancl F. Lainée, lgsb) which is also basecl on the mea,n

field theory of Sherrington and Kirkpatrick. Their theory predicts a stretchecl

exponential function, which is widely used empirically to describe the relaxation

behavior of glassy systems.

According to Parisi's solution of the infinite-range Sherrington-Kirkpatrich

model, the spin glass phase is characterizecl by a large number of quasi-clegener.ate

states, and the free energies .Q of these clegenerate states are inclepenclent ranclom

var-iables. The equilibrium probability for the state occupation is

P;n: exp(-BF")lz (2.45)
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where Z =Ðoexp(-Bfl) ancl

Fo= Fsl fo (2.46)

where f o is a small fluctuation. Since it is assumed that all the Fo ate quasi-

clegenerate, the probability law for the random variable Fo, or the small fluctu-

ation /o, is an exponential or can be linealizecl into an exponential arouncl its

frozen value.

De Dominicis et al. used a master equation which goveïns the relaxation

to equilibrium of the state occupation P"(t), and employecl cletailecl balance ancl

a simple assumption for the transition probability, to show that the pr-obability

r(qM), where q,y¡ is the Edwards-Anderson self overlap, clecays as

r(t):1 - telú),
a

(2.47)

OI

1_-
r(t) = r + 2(---:)e-r'or(1-ø)(t/"0)'[osf(I - r)(tlrs).]-\ (2.48)

where us is a finite non-universal constant. While the stretchecl exponential be-

haviour is promising, it is not clear that the parametel z is directly relatecl to the

thermor-emanent magnetization, which is measured experimentally.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Apparatus and
Sample Preparation

3.1 SQUID Magnetometer

To investigate the magnetic ploperties of clisorclerecl magnets, we use a

clyostat to maintain the sample at low temperatures, and a highly sensitive

SQUID(Superconclucting QUantum Interference Devices) plobe to cletect the rel-

atively weak signals of reentrant felromagnets or spin glasses.

3.1-.1 The aHe Cryostat

The aHe Clyostat consists of a vacuum system ancl a cryogenic core im-

mersecl in a liquicl helium bath. The aHe Cryostat is shown in Figure 3-1.

From Figure 3-1 we can see that the cryostat essentially consists of a ni-

trogen dewar, a helium clewar ancl a cryogenic insert which contains the sample

chamber, ancl a SQUiD probe. The entire cryostat rests in a sancl-fillecl box,

which in turn is mounted on rubber feet to reduce vibrations. The mechanical

pump MP1 (Sar-gent Welch Model 1402) ancl the diffusion pump are usecl to flush
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Figure 3.1: Flow diagram of pumping lines. From !V. Ruan (1993).
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allcl pump the helium clewar vâculrm space, as well as the sample chamber insert.

The mechanical pump IVIP2 (Atcatel Moclel 2033) is usecl to flush ancl pump the

interiol of the helium dewar, whele the insert is locatecl. Both /V2 gas ancl age

gas can be aclclecl to the helium clewar or the sample chambel via the gas hanclling

system.

At the beginning of each experiment, the helium clewar cavity is purnpecl

and flushecl with l/z gas several times to recluce the paltial pressule of air, ancl

then filled with Àþ gas to a little over one atmosphere. After inserting the sam-

ple rocl into the sample chambet' (SC), the mechanical pump IVIPl ancl colplecl

diffusion pump are usecl to pump and flush tlie SC with N2 gas, in orcler to re-

duce the partial pr-essure of air in the sample chamber. When the pressure of the

sample chamber r-eaches about 1 x 10-a Torr, liquicl nitrogen is tlansfelrecl into

the nitr-ogen clewar ancl the entire system is graclually coolecl to 77K. To speecl ¡p
the cooling, a small amount of exchange gas (- 150¡; of À/, grrr) is insertecl into

the sample chamber. When the system has been coolecl to about 100K, the N2

exchange gas is leplacecl by helium gas and in both the sample chamber- and the

liquicl helium dewar. Later, liquid helium is transferrecl into the helium clewar

ancl the system is coolecl to 4.2K.

Figure 3.2 shows the insert of the aHe cryostat. The sample rod is about

one meter long and is made of low thermal conductivity stainless steel. The

sample block is attachecl to one end of the rod, ancl is macle of silver which has

a high thelmal concluctivity. A heater is wouncl arouncl the sample block ancl

is soalcecl with G.E. varnish to ensure good thermal contact. The temperature
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Figure 3.2: Insert of 4He Cryostat. From !V. Ruan (lgg3).
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is measulecl with a diocle Nloclel DT-470-SD-13 (Lake Shor-e Cryotronics). The

heatet' ¿¡,ncl the cliocle ar-e both connectecl to a lvlodel 520 Clyogenic Temper-ature

Inclicator'/Controller (Lake Shore Cryotronics). The magnetic sample is gluecl

with G.E. varnish and silvel paint to the encl of the silver pin.

Temperatures between 4.2I{ and 300I( can be achievecl ancl controlled with

excellent stzrbility by pumping on the sample chamber using the VIPl/cliffusion

pump combination. Above about 15I(, it is possible to pump continuously on the

sample chamber. Below 15I(, a small heat leak down the sample rocl from room

tempet'atule malces it necessar-y to seal off the sample chamber ancl aclcl small

amounts of aHe exchange gas in orcler to stabilize the tempelature. To achieve a

relatively rapicl "temperature quench" fi'om a reference temperaturc TpBp above

the sample critical temperatureTs, an appropl'iate amounl of aHe exchange gas is

aclcled to the sample chamber and then pumped out graclually as the measurement

temperature is approached.

3.L.2 The Magnet ization Measurement System

Figure 3.3 shows the AC SQUID Susceptometer/lVlagnetometer system.

Figure 3.4 shows the details of the piclc up coil geometry. The pich-up coils

were \Mound from 0.006" cliameter NbTi superconducting wire. Each coil of the

astatic pail consists of 8 turns wound on a diameter of 0.274", and they â,re sepa-

rated by 0.625" centre to centre. A coaxial A.C. fielcl coil for-mutual inductance

(susceptibility) measurements is wouncl on a diameter of 0.41" in a single layer,

with 213 * 5 tulns using 0.006" NbTi wire.



Figure 3.3: Elect.onic block diagram of the AC seuID susceptome_
ter/Magnetometer. From W. Ruan 1föO:¡.
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Figure 3..4:. Config}ration of the pick up coil, A.C. Coil, D.C. solenoid and the
Ag sample l>lock. From W. Ruan (lgg3).
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A static magnetic fielcl is proviclecl by a solenoid. The solenoicl was wouncl

from copper wiLe, ancl is specially clesignecl to plocluce a nniform magnetic fielcl

over the volume of the sample ancl the astatic pair of pick-up coils.

In magnetizatíon measurements, the magnetic flux in the pair of piclc-up

coils is couplecl into the signal coil in the SQUID probe. The voltage output of

the Moclel 30 Contlol Unit is pr-opoltional to the change of magnetic flux in the

pich-up coils inclucecl by a change in either the temperature or the magnetic fielcl,

and thus is pr-opor-tional to the magnetic moment M of the sample.

3.1.3 Calibration of the SQUID Magnetometer

A cylinclrical sample holder was machinecl out of aluminum, with out-

side diameter' 1mm, insicle bole diameter 0.56mm, ancl length Smm. The holder-

was fillecl with 4.8m9 of a paramagnetic oxide G*2OB powder (Atclrich Chemi-

cal Co., Wisconsin), and the magnetization was measurecl at temperatur-es ? :
4.2,20,30,40K.

The magnetic moment, of Gd2O3 can be calculated from

m : N 1?¡¡H
3kB(T - 0)

(3.1)

where kp:1.38 x 70-r6ergf I(, the Curie-Weiss temperature 0 : -131.f, the

effective magnetic moment of Gcl þuÍf : (7.70 +0.04)p6, ancl the number of Gcl

atoms per glam /V: 3.32 x T\2rcttomsf g. Comparecl with the measurecl values

in Volts, we obtained the following conversion factor:
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TVolt: 1.5 x lT-íemu

Sample Preparation

(3.2)

3.2

Two boncl clisor-derecl systems,

investigatecl.

3.2.L (FeNi)Mn System

(Fe6.65Ni¡ .s5) 1-' luI n, ancl C r1-*F e,, wer-e

(Fe6.65Nis.ss)t-rlvIn, alloys with various Mn concentlations r wele pre-

pared by arc melting appropriate amounts of 9g.9g% Fe wire, gg.gg7% pure Ni

foil ancl 99.99Ù/o prit'e Mn flalce (all obtainecl from Aldlich Chemical Co. , Milwau-

kee) on the water coolecl copper hearth of a algon alc furnace using a tungsten

electrode. First, an alloy of Fe6.65Nes.35 called INVAR \Mas prepared. Then, by

aclding the appropriate amount of Mn into the INVAR, we fabricatecl a master

ailoy with Mn concentration z : 0.187. In this process, pieces of INVAR ancl Mn

were placecl together- ancl repeatedly inverted and remelted in orcle¡ to achieve

homogeneity. The master- alloy was then subjected to an homogenizing anneal at

a temperature 7¿: 1100'C fot t¡:3 days. A 1:5 solution of HNQIH2O was

used to Ìemove sulface contamination from the ingot. The final concentration

of Mn in the master alloy was calculated after consiclering the high stability of

INVAR, ancl attributing the melting, etching and annealing losses primarily to

Mn, which vaporizecl relatively easily. Other concentrations of Mn were preparecl

by diluting the master alloy with INVAR.
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Table 3.1: (Fe6.6s/úzo.¡s)r-, AIn, aTloys

T

(at%)
sample climensions
(rxbxc(m,m3)

m
(-e)

T¿¿"

(oc)
Ld.is

(clays)
t,l
(')

18.7 5.33x0.89x0.81 30.0 900 .) i
11.8 8.14 x 0.36 x 0.24 (A) 5.8 920 4 1

7.81 x 0.54 x 0.21 (B) 6.9 920 4 1

The indiviclual ingots were colcl r-olled into sheets ancl samples were spark-

cut fi'om the sheets. To produce an atomically clisorclerecl state, the samples wele

sealecl in qualtz tubes under an argon atmosphere at temper-atule Tdi" : g00.C

for t¿¿": 3 - 7 clays, then quenchecl lapidly by br-eaking the tube in colcl water.

The quenching time ún was about 1 second. Samples, concentlations, ancl other

parameters ale listecl in Table 3.1.

The tempelature clependence of the static magnetization of the samples

was measurecl uncler both field coolecl and zero field coolecl conclitions in orclel

to establish the magnetic state, and one concentlation, r : 0.118, which best

representecl the reentrant condition, was chosen for cletailecl relaxation analysis.

3.2.2 CrFe System

The Cr1-'Fe, samples \4/ere prepar-ed by using a similar plocedure to that

described in section 3.2.7 . Cr1-,Fe* alloys weÌe preparecl from gg.gg% pure

Cr flalces ancl 99.99% pure Fe wire both from Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee.

Melting losses wele negligible. A rnaster alloy containing ø : 0.24 was prepared

first and given an homogenizing anneal at T¡ : 1160.C for ú¡, : 4 clays and

coolecl slowly to room temperature. After the anneal, the ingot was sparh-cut



Table 3.2: Cry-*Fe" alloys

X

(at%)
sample climensions
axl)xc(mm3)

m
(-s)

T¿¿"

(oc)
L¿is

(clays)
tq

(')
2r.0 7.26x0.44x0.27 6.5 1 130 4 1

22.0 8.37x 0.42x0.4I TI.4 1 160 4 1

into small pieces, which were used to make the remaining alloys by clilution with

pnre Cr'. After cleaning with a solution of HCt(200cc) * HNQ(r\cc)+ glycerol

(30cc)+ few clrops HzOz at 1160'C, samples wele spark cut from the ingots with

climensions shown below. Finally, these samples were sealed in quartz tubes uncler

an a,r-gon atmospher.e and placecl insicle a furnace at T¿¿": 1160.C for t¿¿" - 4

clays, then quenchecl rapidly by br.eahing the tube in colcl water. The quenching

time ún is about 1 seconcl.

As befor-e, the tempelatule clepenclence of the static magnetization was

examined for most of these alloys under both fielcl cooled ancl zero fielcl coolecl

conclitions in order to establish that alloy with the best reentrant characteristics,

and this one \ryas chosen for cletailed analysis.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis and Discussion

The primary goal of our experiments is to obselve the lelaxation response of

magnetic systems with some spatial clisorcler (randomness), to fit the expelimental

data to various moclels, ancl to evaluate these models and the theoretical principles

behincl them. Nonequiliblium relaxation is an important ancl a ver.y common

ploperty of all glassy matelials, and we have chosen two reentrant ferromagnets,

(Fe6.651/z's.$)o.sazMns.11s and crs.7sPes.21, for the present investigation, since

they offer the opportunity to observe more than one type of relaxation response

within the same system.

4.L The (FeNi)Mn System

Figure 4.1 shows the magnetic phase cliagram of the ternary system

(Fes.65Nis.ss)r-rMr, as a function of Mn concentration r (4. \¡vulfes et al., 1gg1).

For low Mn concentrations (z < 0.02), the system behaves like a normal ferro-

magnet. The paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition is characterizecl by a Curie
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temperature Ts, ancl Tç decreases rapiclly with increasing Mn concentlation. In

the lVIn concentlation range 0.02 < ø ( 0.06, a seconcl phase transition from a

ferromagnet to a mixecl ferlomagnet-spin glass phase, which is charactelizecl by

a tr-ansition tempet'ature Ç, 1 Tc, is obselved. In the NIn concentration range

0.06 < r 1 0.74, a thircl characteristic temperature T;* 1 T* 176: is seen, and

sequential tlansitions fi-om paramagnet --+ ferromagnet --+ mixed ferromagnet-spin

glass -+ spin glass ar-e seen as the temper-ature is lowered. At a Mn concentla-

tion of r e- 0.r4, the Culie tempelaturc T¿ and T¿* approach the same value.

Above this Mn concentlation, the ferlomagnetic phase vanishes. In the Ìange

0.14 < r <0.20, the system is a concentrated spin glass, and the transition from

paÌamagnetism to a spin glass occurs al Ts6 ? T¿^ = 501f. For Mn concentr-a-

tions higher than r : 0.23, a ne\ry charactelistic tempelature is obselvecl, and

sequential transitions from paramagnet --+ a mixecl phase of antifer-r-omagnetisrn

ancl spin glass --+ a spin glass ale seen as the temperature is lowerecl.

The characteristic temperatures Ts,T* and T¿,n mentioned above are i-

dentified by structure in the temperature dependence of the magnetization or

susceptibility. Fol example, Figure 4.2 shows the temperature depenclence of the

snsceptibility for a spin glass (Fe¡.65lVz'6.35)r-,Mn, with r : 0.1863 (4. Wulfes

et al., 1991) Tç aîcl T¿* ãrc-, definecl by the locations of the upper and low-

er maxima , respectively, in this figur-e, in the limit of extrapolation to zero

fielcl. As another example, Figure 4.3 shows the a.c. susceptibility of a reentrant

(Fe6.651Vi¡ 35)s.ss7lVIn6.113 ferromagnet in various cl.c. biasing fielcls. The char-

acteristic temperaturcs Ts ) T* ) T¿* are now definecl by the locations of the
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three peaks in the susceptibility, extlapolated to zero field, as shown in Figule

4.4.

Figule 4.5 shows oul' mea,surement of the temperature depenclence of the

static magnetization of the (Fe¡.65/V?0.35)0.s82 Mnorß sample under both fielcl-

cooled (FC) ancl zero-fielcl-cooled (ZFC) conditions, in a static applied field f/" :
7.0Oe. The ZFC magnetization was obtainecl by cooling the sample to the lowest

temperature in zero fielcl, then measuring the magnetization upon war.ming in

a fielcl of 7.0Oe, while the FC magnetization was measured by fir-st cooling the

sample to the lowest temperature in a field of L\Oe and then measurecl upon

walming. The ZFC magnetization showecl evidence of slow relaxation incluced by

temperature changes below about 60K, while the FC magnetization equilibr-atecl

very rapidly ancl showecl no indication of time effects. This system is expectecl to

be a reentrant ferr-omagnet, ancl the profile is incleecl very similar to that observecl

in other reentrant versions of this system (,A. \Mulfes et al., Igg2), ancl is also

consistent with the magnetic phase cliagram, which predicts a Curie temperature

Tç = I50K ancl a reentrant temperature Tp = 701{ for this composition (vertical

arrows in Figule 4.5). For all temperatures 7 < I60It,Mrc(T) > IVI7F"(T),

inclicating the presence of significant irreversibility throughout the entire orderecl

phase.

Figure 4.6 and 4.7 shows the decay of the thermoremanent magnetization at

a sequence of measurement temperatures in the range 40 < T < 110K, ancl with

a common experimental age, plotted on a logarithmic time scale. Each relaxation

isotherm was obtained by cooling the sample in an applied field H" : 5.\Oe from a
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Table 4.1: Best-fit parameters to the stretchecl exponentiat in Eq(a.l)

't'
(K)

tc
(min)

tu
(sec)

lulo
(10-3emu/s\

M;
(10-3emuls)

n T

(')
40 16.5 60 tr7.90 + 0.05 15.10 + 0.06 0.650 + 0.005 (2.83 r 0.05 x 10"
45 15.5 60 110.70 + 0.08 22.90 + 0.10 0.680 + 0.005 (2.r2+0.04 x 10r
50 15.0 60 101.90 + 0.11 34.50 + 0.16 0.730 + 0.003 1.37 +.0.02 X 10r
52 16.5 60 97.30 + 0.09 39.30 + 0.16 0.740 + 0.005 (8.56+0.09) x 102
55 i5.5 60 87.80 * 2.70 51.00 + 0.28 0.790 + 0.005 3.57+0.03) x 102
Ðt 15.0 60 85.30 + 0.15 60.90 + 0.43 0.820 + 0.005 1.62+0.02 x 10"
57 15.0 300 86.00 + 0.16 58.00 + 0.36 0.810 + 0.005 (3.13 + 0.04 x L0'
57 74.0 900 82.40 + 0.18 62.30 + 0.33 0.830 + 0.005 (6.42 +.0.t0 L0'
Ð/ i5.0 3600 73.80 + 0.35 72.60 + 0.53 0.850 + 0.005 (3.09 + 0.13 x 10"
57 15.0 10800 58.00 + 2.00 89.50 + 2.59 0.880 + 0.005 (2.8e + 0.70 x 10'I
60 15.0 60 81.80 + 0.08 84.80 + 0.42 0.870 + 0.005 23.4+.0.5

reference temperature T,u¡ : 160I{ in the pat'amagnetic regime, where relaxation

effects 'ú/ere negligible, to the measurement temperature 7 (the cooling times

\¡r'ere essentially temperature inclependent ancl consistently close to t" : 900s),

waiting for a time t- : 60s at constant temper-ature 7, then abluptly removing

the appliecl fielcl ancl tecording the decay over four decacles of observation time

2 < t < 10as . We chose the shortest wait time to be 60s because it is the shortest

time to stabilize the tempelature for our measuring system. These isotherms can

be grouped into two clistinct thermal regimes with completely different relaxation

characteristics:

(a) For temperatures 7 < 60K (Figure 4.6), which corresponcls closely to

the reentrant phase, the relaxation isotherms all exhibit a shape which may be

described quaiitatively as some portion of an S-shapecl cllrve with an inflection

point (vertical arrows), and quantitatively by the superposition of a stretched

exponential ancl a constant:
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Mn(t) - Mo -t lvI¿exp[-(tlÒt-"] (4 1)

as shown by the solicl cut'ves in Figure 4.6. This empilical representation, which is

flequently invokecl in analyses of pur-e spin-glass lelaxation, provides an excellent

description of the experimental data over the entire observation window.

The best-flt values of the parameters n and r listecl in Table 4.1 ale incleed

typical of pure spin glasses; in particular, the exponent n increases with increasing

tempei-atute, and the tlencl towards unity inclicates that the system is approaching

its glass temperatule. In spite of the common wait time ú- : 60s and essentially

identical cooling times ú" e 900s, and hence, presumably, a common experimental

age, it is clear fr^om Figule 4.6 that the actual age of the system, as definecl by

the location of the inflection point, displays a str-ong inverse corlelation with

the measurement temperature T, in contrast to some of the earliel definitive

relaxation studies (Norclblad, Lundgren, Svedlinclh, Sanclluncl and Granberg 1987)

of canonical spin-glass systems like CuMn, which claim that the maximum in the

relaxation rate 'always' occurs near the effective wait time t- + t". (In fact,

in this regarcl, the current behaviour is more consistent with the systematics

reportecl by Orbach and coworkers (Hoogerbeets, Luo and Orbach 1g8b), who

were able to interpret their relaxation data successfully within the frameworh of an

ultrametric moclel). The necessity to supplement the stretched exponential with

a substantial baseline term Ms, which accounts for approximately 90 -95% of the

entire remanent signal, is consistent with vector spin models of bond-clisorcler-ed

systems, which predict a longitudinal ferromagnetic spontaneous magnetization to
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Fig-ure 4-8: (a) Wait-time dependence of the thermoremanent relaxation at T :57K. The solid curves are fits to Eq(a.l). (b) The relaxation rate S(ú) ior the
isotherms in (a).
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coexist with transverse spin-glass freezing. Furthermore, the relaxation lesponse

in this regime is not unique, but rather exhibits a clependence on system age (ú',)

which inclicates that the low-temperatule phase is a nonequilibrium phase. This

is illustratecl in Figule 4.8(a) for a typical measur-ement temperatule T :5TK
ancl for a sequence of wait times in the range 60 < ú- < 10800s; the effect is

clearly visible in the relaxation r"ate S(ú) : -ðluIa(t)l0lnú, shown in Figure

4.8(b), as a ptopagation of the maximum towarcls longer observation times with

increasing system age. The solid culves in Figure a.8(a) are best fits to Eq(4.1),

ancl an inspection of the corresponcling parameters in Table 4.1 confirms that the

aging ptocess primarily affects the location of the inflection point (r), without

significantly altering the overall shape (n), at least for wait times t- 1I}as.

(b) Over the tempelatur-e interval 65 < T* < 1601(, which is essentially

coinciclent with the ferlomagnetic phase, the culvature of the relaxation isothelms

is nniformly positive (Figure 4.7), and all are accur-ately describecl by an empirical

function consisting of the superposition of a simple power law and a constant:

Mn(t) - M¡* M¿t-^ (4.2)

as shown by the solid curves in Figure 4.7, with best-fit parameters listed in Table

4.2. The functional form of the decay and the values of the exponent rn are both

typical of glassy relaxation dynamics in the extreme equilibr-ium limit of infinite

age (L. Lunclgr-en, P. Nordblad ancl P. Svedlindh, 1986). In fact, in contrast to the

reentrant phase, the isotherms in this regime exhibit no measurable dependence

on system age, for wait times t- 1 \04s, indicating that, within the slow-cooling
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Table 4.2: Best-fit parameters to the powel law in Eq(a.2)

T
(K)

t"
(min)

t-
(sec)

Ms
(|\-semuls)

fuI¿

(|\-semuls)
m

65 14.5 60 55.40 r 0.30 63.80 + 0.28 0.072 + 0.001
70 14.0 60 73.40 + 0.10 43.80 + 0.10 0.088 + 0.001
80 13.0 60 85.90 + 0.19 34.10 + 0.18 0.082 + 0.001
90 13.0 60 95.00 + 0.i4 33.60 * 0.13 0.066 + 0.001
100 13.0 60 97.70 + 0.72 29.80 +0.12 0.064 + 0.00i
110 12.0 60 90.90 + 0.15 27.70 + 0.14 0.060 + 0.001

constraints of the curlent investigation, equilibrium is established far more rapidly

in the high-temperature phase. This behavior is also consistent with that observecl

in a "goocl" ranclom ferromagnet, like Pcls.ss6Pes.or+ (D. Mitchlel et al., 1993),

which is not leentrant ancl has "ideal" Heisenberg critical exponents (2. Wang,

1990), as well as with the clroplet fluctuation moclel of Huse ancl Fisher'(D. A. Huse

and D. S. Fisher, 1987), which preclicts a power-law clecay of the avelage temporal

autocorlelation function in Ising ferromagnets with quenchecl bond disorcler.

While the clroplet scaling theory of spin glasses clue to Fisher ancl Huse,

and the related mesoscopic domain moclel of l(oper ancl Hilhorst, are indeecl

able to account qualitatively for some of the complex experimental systematics

of glassy relaxation, in terms of a physically appealing picture of domain growth

and fragmentation, neither offers a satisfactory functional representation of the

measured decay. In particular, double-logarithmic plots of Mp(t) versus lnú for

the leentrant clata in Figure 4.6 show continuous negative curvature ancl thus

no eviclence for an invei'se logarithmic decay over any appreciable time interval,

as predicted by the Fisher-Huse moclel (although the monotonic increase in the
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magnitucle of the local slope with observation time is generally consistent with

the Fisher-Huse pleclections) Fits to the Koper'-Hilhorst expression Eq(2.8),

plus a constant baseline, were reasonable only in the limit of very short wait

times t- 160s, whele the exponential factor in Eq(2.8) r-ecluces to a stretchecl

exponential, and cleteriot'atecl very rapiclly with increasingt-, as the cliscrepancy

between Eq(2.8) and (4.1) became progressively more severe, inclicating that some

of the specific moclel assumptions relating to clomain glowth may be unrealistic.

Figure 4.9 ancl 4.10 show the "best fits" to Eq(2.8) and Table 4.3 summarizes

the values of the five best fit par-ameters. The deviations for t- ) 300s are

leaclily apparent in Figure 4.10, and have their oligins in two properties of the

moclel function. At sholt observation times, the curvature is opposite to that of

the experimental isothel'ms; this is clue to the power law prefactor (1 +tltl)-".
However, even if this factor were to be eliminatecl entirely, by setting û : 0, the

remaining exponential factor would still be incompatible with the data since it

is too flat at short times, while at longer-times the inflection str.ucture becomes

too plonounced for larger t- to accomodate the shape of the data. This effect

is illustrated in Figure a.10(b). The latter effect is clearly at variance with the

shape of the expelimental isotherms, which changes very little with age on a

logarithmic scale, ancl merely shifts from shorter to longer observation times with

increasing ú'.,. The parameter- ú¡, which is a temperature-dependent microscopic

time, increases with increasing temperature, although ús is so small compared

to any relevant expelimental times, that the fitting program could not supply a

reliable estimate for the error in this parameter. The parameter D, which is equal
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Table 4.3: Best-fit palametels to Koper-Hilhor-st's function in Eq(2.8)

totil[t{I-n)], suggests that the orclers of magnitucles of ú1 and t2 are about the

same. Accolcling to Koper and Hilhorst, ú1 and t2 are also temperature-depenclent

micloscopic times. The parameter n, is somewhat lilce the n in Eq(a.9), but is

closer to unity. One of the supposed advantages of the i(oper and Hilhorst moclel

is that it has the wait time f- "built-in" ancì is thus supposecl to be able to clescribe

the aging effect. But our fits indicate that ú., would have to be very small (- 0Os)

for all the curves to yield a reasonable agleement, and this completely contraclicts

its purpose in the moclel.

The percolation moclel of Chamberlin ancl Haines is a theory of activat-

ed clynamics, but fol dispersive excitations within a fixecl clistribution of finite

domains, ancl is basecl on such gener-al geometric considerations that it is diffi-

cult to appreciate the physical origins of the aging effects within this theoretical

frameworh. Nevertheless, the two model relaxation functions:

IVI(t) : Mo -t *o 
Io* 

rrl/serp(-*z/\ernGtr-e-c/') rh,C > 0 (4.3)

'L
(r() min) (sec)

lvlO

(L0-2 entu/ s)
IUL;

(10-2etnu/q)
ts

(sec)
a.

( x 10-3
1) 1),

40 Iti.5 6U Ð.UOJ f U.UUO 10.327 + 0.006 4.38 x 0 5.6 + 0.4 U.IU / Í U,UUO U.YUb * U.UUZ
45 r5.5 60 5.854 + 0.005 17.474+ 0.004 1.95 x (.) .o I u.ð 0.249 t 0.005 0.926 + 0.004
50 15.0 60 5.ö',l5 + U.0U3 r4.J55 * tì.0{J2 3.07 x 0 20.6 + I.0 0.837 + 0.094 u.964 + 0.005
52 r6.5 ô0 5.63I + 0.004 15.858 + 0.002 1.09 x 0 2(.4t )-.',| J.J T: 0.988 t 0.008
55 I5.5 60 7.451 + 0.001 26.942 + 0.006 1.23 x t) 59.6 * 1.6 0.85 t 0.14 0.936 + 0.010
57 5.0 60 14l * u.001 óU. /Ð4 Ï U.UUõ 8.67 x 0 67.3 +2.0 2.0 + 0.9 0.972 + 0.012
57 5.U JUO 5.7E6 f 0.005 r98 * 39 2.33 x 0 56.4+ 4.6 b t32 0.99 + 0.04
57 4.t) 900 6.014 + 0.004 232+42 I.zE X (, 5E.9 f 4. 7 +72 0.99 + 0.08
57 5.0 3600 5.964 + 0.004 234+.4I '¿."12 x t) 57.3 * 3.8 10 + 248 0.99 + 0.02
57 5.0 r0E00 6.013 + 0.004 228+40 1.60 x 0 57.2 +.3.8 15 + 678 0.99 t 0.54
6t) 5.0 60 5.547 + 0.005 32.337 + 0.015 4.45 x 0 oJ./ I Ð.r 4t L4 0.995 + 0.021
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Figure n.iO, i"¡ Wait-time dependence of the thermoremanent relaxation at T :
57K. The solidcurves-are fits to Eq(z.s). (b) The exponential part (o:0) of
Eq(2.8) with atl the othe_r parameters the sàme (D :-r0,n - o.^ss) except that
ú, varies from 60sec to 10800sec.
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rrl/serp(-rz/\ertrGtu¡e-c/*7 rlr,C 1 0 (4.4)

fol clomains alignecl (-) ot antialignecl (+) with the exter-nal fielcl clo provicle a

reasonable clescription of the isother-ms as shown in Figures 4.IL-I4, since each is

reclucible to one of the empirical expr-essions 4.1 or 4.2 in an applopr-iate limit:

for Ca¡t < 7,lVI+(t) ---+ a stletched exponential; for Cu-t > 7, M-(t) * . power-

law. In fact, least-squales fits of the fellomagnetic relaxation clata in Figure

4.7 to A[-(t),, plus a constant baseline, are inclistinguishable in quality from the

power-law fits, as illustratecl in Figure 4.I4 fot the T > 651f isotherms. Table

4.5 summarizes the best-fit parameters for all the ferlomagnetic isotherms, ancl

the vertical arrows in Figure 4.14 show the relaxation times for the average-sizecl

aligned clomains, T- : lla- : [u-exp(-C lr)]-'.
lVithin the reentrant phase, the situation is mole complex. In the extreme

nonequilibrium limit of short wait times (such as the clata in Figure 4.6), fits to

the antialigned function M¡(t) alone, superposed on a constant baseline, aÌe rea-

sonable, but measurably inferior to the stretched exponential (Iny\ly? - t.t);

however, the quality of these fits improves systematically with increasing system

age until, for ú- ) 300s, the two representations become essentially interchange-

able. We intelpret this behavior (which woulcl have been unobservable in the

Chamberlin-Haines study (R. V. Chamberlin and D. N. Haines, 1990), performed

at a single, relatively long wait time ú- : 103s) as evidence for the inaclequacy of

a static domain-size clistribution due to the possibility of clomain growth in the

early stages of aging. Incidentally, a six-parameter fit to a superposition of alignecl

A[(t) : A[o + *, 
lo
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ancl antialignecl relaxation functions, as pÌoposed by Chamberlin ancl Holtzberg

(R. V. Cliamberlin and F. Holtzbelg, 1991), yielcls unreliably high parameter un-

certainties, and thus reinforces the need to consider the contribution from only

one type of clomain, at least ovel the temporal range of this experiment. Figures

4.11-13 illustratefits to M+(t) and the veltical arro\Ms marlc the relaxation times

of the average-size antialignecl clomains, T+ : lfa* : fu¡erp(+Cl¡)]-,, which

clecreases monotonically with increasing temperature. Table 4.4 ancl 4.5 provicles

a complete list of the best-fit parametels for all the reentlant isotherms. The

palameters C and øa jointly control the location of the inflection point t¿n¡¡, atcl

their- r-elationship is shown in Figule 4.15. In fact, this figure was used to choose

applopriate initial values for C ancl ø-,' in the fitting process. The couelation

coefficient C increases with temperature, so that, with the physically reasonable

assumption of a temperature-indepenclent average intelaction between the spins

A, the percolation correlation length { x (LlCf)"7, where o : 0.45 and 7 : 0.88

are percolation scaling exponents, decreases with increasing temperature through-

out the reentrant phase, which is consonant with its behavior in pure spin glasses.

Thus, a Chamberlin-Haines analysis of the dynamic crossover suggests that the

dynamics in the ferromagnetic phase are clominated by domains which are aligned

with the fielcl, presumably because the reorientation of antialignecl clomains on

fielcl cooling is relatively unhindered in this phase. In the reentrant phase, such

antialigned reorientation is inhibited, ancl the decay is clue pr-eclominantly to s-

lowiy relaxing, higher-energy antialigned domains.

The Bouchaud model of thermally activated hopping between metastable,
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Figure 4. 1 1: Thermoremanent relaxation isotherms for a sequence of temperatures
T < 60K and for a common wait time ú- : 60s. The solid cutves are fits
to Eq(a.a) and vertical anows mark the location of the relaxation time 7a for
average-sized antialigned domains.
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Figure 4.12: Wait-time dependence of the thermorament relaxation at T : 57 K
(u) ?o4 T.- 48.K (b). The-solid curves are fits to Eq(a.a) and the vertical arrows
mark the location of ihe relaxation time 7.. for average-si2ed antialigned domains.
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Figure 4.13: Wait-time dependence of the thermorament relaxation at T : 52K
(a) and T :56K (b). The solid curves are fits to Eq(a.a) and the vertical arÌows
mark the location of the relaxation time 7-, for average-sized antialigned domains.
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Figure 4.14: Thermoremanent relaxation isotherms for a sequence of temperatures
f -> 

651{ and for a common wait time ú,, : 60s. The solid curves are fits
to Eq(a.3) and vertical arrows mark the location of the relaxation time 7- for
average-sized aligned domains.
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Table 4.4: Best-fit parametels to tV1¡ + lvI+(t) in Eq(a.a)

Table 4.5: Best-fit par-ameters to MI¡ + XI+(t) in Eq(a.a), the wait time ú- is
different.

T
(r() {mlnì (sec )

Mo
10-3 emulo\

M;
1O-3 emulo\

u+
(Hz)

U T+
(sec)

48 6.0 60 113.5 + 0.1 10.6 + 0.1 2r.6 + 0.5 X 0 25.7 +O 484+20
4B ö.3 r80 113.6 + 0.1 9.8 + 0.1 26.5 t 0.5 0 22.8 +O 660+24
48 6.0 300 114.2 + 0.1 9.6 + 0.1 24.9 +0.5 X 0- 21.8 + 0. EJg È 32
52 5.5 60 103.7 + 0.1 16.2+0. 12.6 + 0.3 X 0-þ 35.4 + 0.2 r48+9
52 5.8 t20 102.4 + 0.1 15.6 A U. r4.5 + 0.3 0 33.2+0.2 i90 + 11
52 5.6 r80 I03.8 + 0.1 I5.Lì + 0. 5.3 + 0.3 X 0-Þ 31.5 + 0.1 244 + I
52 5.5 300 104.0 + 0.1 14.5 + 0 6.2 + 0.3 X 0 29.9 + 0.1 306+l
52 5.8 900 104.1 + 0.1 i3.6 + 0 3.9 f 0.3) x 0-o 26.9 + 0.I 608 X.24
56 5.5 60 93.2 + 0.1 z(.4tu (3.09 + 0.09 x I0-" 59.4 + 0.3 8.55 + 0.70
56 5.3 120 92.2 +O.r 25.4+.O 13.93+0.11)x10 54.5 + 0.3 16.0 + 1.3
56 5.3 180 95.3 + 0.1 24.7 +0 14:t0.10)x10 52.4+.0.2 22.I t I
56 5.5 240 92.5 + 0.1 23.7 +0. (5.28 + 0.14 X I0- 50.I + 0.2 26.1 * 1.6
56 5.8 300 9Z-5 -t- U- I zó.t !.u, 7l+0.12)x10- 49.8 + 0.2 30.8 + 1.9
56 5.5 600 92.5 t 0.1 zz,b t u (4.46 + 0.I2 X 10- 47.5 + O.2 49.0 + 3.1
5i 5.0 60 88.60 + 0.10 26.20 +0.22 8.0 + 0.6 x10 /E.r * 0.E r9 +0.24
57 15.0 300 89.80 + 0.10 23.30 + 0.13 (9.5 + 0.6 XlU ng.r t 0.6 4.93 + 0.81
57 14.0 900 E6.E0 t 0.16 23.00 È 0.18 (5.7 X.0.4 x 10-' 68.8 + 0.6 8.8 + 1.5

t 5.0 36U0 85.40 * 0.31 23.80 + 0.23 1.3 + 0.2 x 10-' 72.8 + 0.8 16.5 t 5.5
57 15.0 10800 78.80 + 0.75 25.80 + 0.44 2.0*0.5)x10-ö E0.2 + 1.2 33t15

Table 4.6: Best-fit parameters to M0 + M-(t) in Eq(a.3)

I
(r() (min) (sec)

[Vlo

(10-3 emu/ q)
M¿

I0-3 emuls)
u+
lHz)

C +
(sec)

40 16.5 60 19.80 + 0.08 4.30 + 0.04 2.t +0. x10 ZU.I l-U,ó r.2l+0.12)xI0"
45 15.5 õU rJ.40 t 0.u8 /.UU f U.U4 r.5 I 0. x10 zõ.4 * u.z (7.35+.0.75) x 10'
50 rÐ.u 60 04.6U 1 0.10 I.90 t 0.07 (5.4 * 0.2 x10 37.2+O.3 (2.52 *.0.23) x L0"
52 16.5 60 00.60 + 0.05 13.60 + 0.06 (6.9 + 0.2 0- Jy. / t u.J 126 t I0
55 15.5 60 YT.IU Ï U.Uõ 19.90 t u.l2 (z.,) t u.I X U 57 .9 i.0.4 1.08 + 0.12

15.0 60 8E.60 + U.10 26.20+O.22 8.0 t 0.6) x 0- 78.1 + 0.8 7.r9 + 0.24
60 I5.0 60 85.40 + 0.16 42.90 + 0.67 4.7 +0.6 X 0- IJU.g È 2.U 1.74È0.84)xl0-

I

lKl
tc

minl
tu

(sec)
lVLO

(10-3 emu ls)
luli

(I0-3 ernul s)
u_
(Hr)

T
lsec)

65 r4.5 60 49.40 +0.70 24.t0 +0.52 7.3*0.2) x 102 71.4+ L.0 432 + 88
70 I4.0 60 61.8 + 0.84 27.30 +.4.65 5.9 + 0.i X IO" 65.1 A Ì.2 r.75 + 0.40
80 13.0 60 75.60 t 0.EE z+.ou f 4.29 .6tl x 10" 69.3 + 2.7 0.29 + 0.19
9t) ró.u 60 87.20 + 1.09 2r.20 +3.57 2.4+O.6 x 10Þ 82.6+2.0 0.96 + 0.58
100 13.0 60 89.30 + 1.37 19.00 + 3.75 5.9 f 1.8 x 10" 89.9 + 1.7 r.43 É 0.89
110 12.0 60 óó.LUf L.Z( r7.61ì + 3.08 9*0. x 10' 96.9 + 1.8 1.57 + 0.91
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ranclom, free-enelgy wells postulates a physical mechanism for the aging process,

ancl yields an explicit expression for the relaxation of glassy materials in the

extreme nonergoclic limit, of the form

IvI(t) : IvI¿exp[-1 
Io' 

,'(, rt,)'-Lch], (4.5)

(4.7)

and an age-clependent maximum in the relaxation rate .9(ú) signifying a crossover

between two asymptotic relaxation regimes:

rn : rri| expf-1 lQ - r)(t lt.)r-"'l, t < t,u (4.6)

ancl

m-(tft-)-l,tÞt-.

All the isotherms for- 7 < 60K are compatible with Eq(a.5), and the solicl curves

in Figure 4.16 are the best fits to this explession, with the best fit parameters

rrù¡,'y, ancl r listecl in Table 4.7, and with ú- assigned its experimental value.

While the fits to the moclel expression (4.5) are consistently a little inferior to

the percolation fits in the reentrant regime (l"X'"lX?* - 0.70), this model has

the property, unique among all the phenonmenological models discussed here, of

not requiring the "artificial" constant baseline (in fact, the fits are significantly

clegladed by the inclusion of such a term), and thus may offer the most satisfactory

analytical representation of the reentrant and/or spin-glass isotherms, with the
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fewest var-iable parameters. The shape of the curves is par-arnetrizecl excusively

by ", which is less than unity ancl incteases monotonically as T --+ Tsç. Its

physical significance will be cliscussed shortly. All three fitting par-ametels are

only weahly clepenclent on system age, thus lending consiclerabie credibility to

the proposecl aging mechanism, which is manifestecl explicitly through a single,

experimentally-defined parameter t-. The systematic cleviations apparent in some

of the isotherms at long obset'vation times, particularly in youngel versions of the

system (¿, < 300s) where the data tencl to exhibit more curvatur-e than the

theor-etical explession, are qualitatively similal to those encounterecl in pure spin

glasses, ancl may be a consequence of some of tlie simplifying apploximations (such

as the assumption of constant G(rlt-) in Eq(10) of reference Bouchaucl 1992, or-

per-haps tlie specific form of the cut-off function exp(-t lr) intlocluced in Eq(9) of

the same refelence) . Nevertheless, the essential featur-es of the time clepenclence

of the thermolemanent decay in the low temperature glassy phase, inclucling its

variation with temperature and system age, aÌe r-eplicated remarkably well by a

picture in which ergodicity is broken by a divergent mean trapping time, which

prevents a system of finite experimental age ú', from exploring all of the available

configuration space.

The power law distribution Ec¡(2.27) for the lifetimes of the metastable

states, upon which the Bouchaud theory is based, follows dir.ectly from an expo-

nential distribution of free energy wells, PU) : @ lf) exp[r(/ - fù lf], which is

a character-istic of both the stanclard SK model and the REM (/o is a reference

Ievel) . Thus the parameter r(7) provicles information on the structure of phase
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Figure a.16: (a) Thermoremanent relaxation isotherms for a sequence of tempera-
tures ? < 60K and for a common wait time ú., : 60s. (b) Wait-time dependence
of the thermorament relaxation at T : 57 K. The solid curves are fits to Eq(a.5).
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Table 4.7: Best-fit parameter-s to Eq(4.5)

T
(K)

tc
(min)

tu
(sec)

M¿
(I0-3 e'mu / q)

T

40 16.5 60 131.80 + 0.01 0.015 + 0.001 0.29 + 0.01
45 15.5 60 131.70 + 0.02 0.021 + 0.001 0.43 + 0.01

50 15.0 60 131.70 + 0.04 0.029 + 0.001 0.59 + 0.01
52 16.5 60 133.70 * 0.06 0.033 + 0.001 0.69 + 0.01
bb 15.5 60 139.80 + 0.16 0.038 + 0.001 0.82 + 0.01
57 15.0 60 161.70 + 0.49 0.038 + 0.001 0.90 + 0.01
57 15.0 300 165.90 + 0.36 0.039 + 0.001 0.91 + 0.01
57 r4.0 900 164.00 + 0.30 0.041 + 0.001 0.91 + 0.01
57 15.0 3600 i59.80 +0.24 0.042 + 0.001 0.91 + 0.01
57 15.0 10800 155.50 + 0.23 0.044 + 0.001 0.91 + 0.01
60 15.0 60 402.L0 + 5.69 0.042 + 0.001 0.96 + 0.01

space. Both the standard SI( model and the REM are special cases of the general-

izecl p-cluster SI( moclel, the folmer for-p - 2 and the latter for p - oo. In replica

language, r measuÌes the pr-obability r'(q¡t) that two valleys chosen at random

have a mutual over-lap Q 1 Q¡vt 
: the Eclwards-Anclerson self-overlap, ancl thus

L - r is the wiclth of the right plateau in Parisi older palameter function q(r').

In the REM, r:TlTsc anclq(r') jumps cliscontinuouslyfrom 0 to 1at rt : r,

meaning that there are many perfectly frozen metastable valleys with zero overlap

(that is, completely uncorrelated) at 7s6, while, in the stanclard SK model, u has

a nontrivial temperature dependence ancl clecreases towarcls zero as T -, Tsc,

meaning that the many valleys of Parisi's hierarchical replica symmetry breahing

scheme coalesce into a single valley in this limit. In (Fes.65Nis.s5)s.ss2lvlz?0.118, r
increases with temperatur-e throughout the giassy phase (T < Tsc), thus offering

some pr^eliminary support for the REM picture, although the temperature clepen-

clence is not linear, in agreement with the recent observations of Bouchaucl et
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al. (Vlore specifically,x xT3'3+0'7 for T <57K, ancl then flattens a little above

about 57I(.)

lVhen Ì ) L, the distribution of lifetime"',þ(r) in Eq(2.27) clecays rapiclly

enottgh for r.tþ(r) to become normalizable, 1 r ) is finite, and the model predicts

that the deepest trap encountered during the waiting time ú- is r^o, < t-, so that

the system equilibrates essentially instantaneously aftel the quench. By following

a proceclure analogotts to that clescribecl by Bouchaucl for n 1 I, we have been

able to show that the relaxation clynamics in the z ) 1 r'egime ale cleterminecl by

a microscopic cut-off time r¡ (rathel than by the macroscopic waiting time úr),

and obey a simple power law:

m(t):ms(rsft)*-l, r)1 (4 8)

In fact, if we express the empirical power law exponent, m, obtained from

earlier fits to a simple poiver law, as rn : r - 1, then it is clear that ø is

greater than unity, and increases monotonically with increasing temperature.

Thus, the relaxation response in the high temperature phase, where the clynamics

are observecl to be stationary (age-independent), is analytically consistent with

the model precliction in the extleme equilibrium limit where the system ergod-

ically plobes a phase space for which the cleepest traps of any significance are

rmat: - 'fr-L/'çt.¡tl* K t-, clue to the form of the trapping clistribution. The

latter is particularly significant since it implies a radical restructuring of the en-

ergy lanclscape: in this regime, equilibrium response is virtually guaranteecl for

any macroscopic wait time t- Þ rs - 10-12s, and this is physically quite clistinct



from the scenario of "interluptecl aging" for r < 1 (J. P. Bouchaucl, 1992), accorcl-

ing to which equilibrium is achievecl only when the wait time is long enough to

exceecl an ergoctic timet"rn - ToSr/', where,S is the total numbel of metastable

states. If the glassy behavioul below Ts6 is incleecl a consequence of nonuniclue or--

clering, as manifestecl through a nontrivial free energy hypelsurface (such as that

due to replica symmetry brealcing), then the "stationary" behavionr above 756

suggests that ø ) 1 may corresponcl to the high tempetatute, replica symmetric,

side of the cle Almeida-Thouless instability line, where the response is dominat-

ecl by the propelties of a single (unique) valley, ancl where any local metastable

minima are simply too shallow to influence the clynamics to any significant extent.

The ability to interrupt ancl then leverse the aging pÌocess with smal-

1 positive temperature shifts appeârs to be another- constitutive feature of all

glassy materials. In orcler to illustrate this behaviour we pelformecl a tempera-

tnre cycling experiment as follows. We coolecl the sample in a fi.elcl H" : \Oe

to the measuÌement temperature T 1Tsc, ancl after a long wait time t- atT,

performed a temperature cyclingT - T + LT -- T, after which the fielcl was

removecl. The wait time ú- - 104s, ancl the temperature cycling duration was

tcacte:300s ( ú',. Figure 4.17 shows the result atT:581f for the temperature

increments AZ fi'om 0 to 2I( as listecl. The isotherm AZ : oo was obtained by

heating the system above 7s5r, then cooling and aging at 7 for t- ? t"u"t".

As shown in the figure, fol small values of A7(< 1K), there is a single

maximum at t^ ry t- :704s, which is gradually supptessecl with increasing A?.

However, for values of AT iarger than 1K, not only is this maximum at longel wait
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times suppressed, but a seconcl maximum begins to grow at shorter observation

times, in the vicinity of t'^ = t"u"¡". As the maximum at longel times weakens,

the maximum at shorter times stlengthens.

The droplet moclel of Fisher ancl Huse provicles a possible explanation of

this phenomenon. Accorcling to this model, the spin-glass state exhibits a unique

sensitivity to temperatuLe, so that neighbouring states at temperatures 7 and

T + LT share nearly iclentical equilibrium spin correlations < ,f, . 3, ,r,only up

to the ovellap length /a7, beyond which the signs of the cor-r'elations at 7 are

uncort'elatecl with those at T * 47. Temperature-cycling experiments provicle a

particularly clirect method of cletecting the overlap length through the timitations

it imposes on the growth of spin-glass clomains. If a spin glass is fielcl coolecl to

a temperatule 7 and, aftel a wait time t- has elapsed, is subjectecl to a br-ief

temper-atur.e cycle T --- T + LT --¿ T, of cluration t"u"t" K ú-, immediately prior-

to fielcl removal, then the subsequent behavior depencls on the magnitude of A7

as follows: (a) If AT 1 LT¡¡,,u"6o¿¿, then ltr ) Rr(t-) (the overlap length is larger

than the typical domain size at 7), and thele is only one type of domain and hence

one maximum in the relaxation rate.9(t) at t - t-. (b) If LT > LTtt,."hotd, then

lnr 1 Rr(t-) and some of the 7 clomains will fracture into smaller (T + Lf)
domains of dimensionltr, so .9(ú) will exhibit two maximaat t - t"!"r. andt - t.,
corresponding to the two distinct domain sizes. (c) If Af Þ LT¿¡,""¡o¡¿, virtually

all the 7 clomains will be annihilatecl, and there will be one maximum in S(ú) at

t - t"y"r. due to the (7 + A") clomains alone.

There is an alternative explanation for this phenomenon, basecl on the ex-
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istence of an heilalchical olganization of states in phase space, as preclicted by

Palisi's solution of the SI( moclel. Suppose that the heiralchy of metastable states

evolves with tempelatule as shown in Figure 4.18. That is, cooling cause the val-

leys to continuously split into multiple subvalleys, while, on warming, the process

is reversed and the subvalleys coalesce. Further suppose that the enelgy barriers

between states a,13,'y, are such that the characteristic time to ovelcome them is

of the or-cler- of ol slightly larger thar. Il f at 7, ancl make the same assumption

for tlre barriers insicle the sets {*o},{00}, ancl {7¿}(e : I,2,3) at 7 - LT. When

the system is quenched from above Tsç to T - LT, it falls somewhere in the

complicatecl lanclscape clefinecl at T - AZ (suppose that it is in one of the states

{*,}) . As the system ages, it apploaches equilibrium by fir-st sampling the valious

subvalleys in {a¿}, but has clifficulty in equilibrating among the valleys a, 8,1 dne

to the higher energy bar-riers. lVhen the tempelatule is raisecl to 7, the set {cu¿}

collapses into a single valley a, so that when the temperature is again lowerecl to

T - LT,, memoly of the previous equilibrium is lost and the system essentially

must begin to equilibrate all over again, ancl thus appeals to be younger.

4.2 CrFe System

Figure 4.19 shows the magnetic phase cliagram of the CrFe system (Bullie

et al., 1983) . Its principal features are as follows: for Fe concentrations u < 0.16

the system is an itinelant antiferromagnet, with a crossover from incommensurate

to commensurate spin density wave order above r = 0.023, a spin glass in the

narrow range between 0.16 < ø ( 0.19. Figure 4.20 shows the susceptibility of
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Figure a.18: Sketclof the. coarse-grained free-energy surface at different temper-
atures around r. when the température decreaseJfrom ? to ? - a?, states c,
B and ? "give birth" to.set of states {"r}, {þr) and {1}, respectively. ionversely
when the temper¿ture is raised from'.T'!o ? + ar, ìlátes a, B and-l merge intä
a single state ó. From F. Lefloch et al. (1992).
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C r - 77 .\at.% Fe ancl C r - L9.\crt.% Fe as a function of tempelature. The fi r'st is a

spin glass, ancl exhibits the char-acteristic single-peahecl stluctule at Ts6 Ôl 30.fí,

while the seconcl is a r-eentr-ant ferromagnet which is very close to the percolation

thresholcl fol fer-romagnetic stability. It has a Curie temperaturc Tç ^' 50/{

near a weal< shoulder in the susceptibility, ancl a reentrant temper-ature Tsç e

301{, below which a spin glass like (reentlant) state clevelops. Figure 4.27 shows

the static magnetization of several more concentratecl r-eentrant ferromagnets,

illustrating the ablupt clrop whicli occuls as the system entels the r-eentrant phase.

The composition Cr7sFe21 investigatecl in this thesis is expectecl to be a

reentr-ant fer-romagnet with sequential transitions, ancl measurements of the tem-

pelature depenclence of the static magnetization in a applied fielcl l/" : 0.5Oe

uncler both field-coolecl (FC) ancl zero fielcl-coolecl (ZFC) conditions, shown in Fig-

lure 4.22., are incleecl consistent with the anticipatecl palamagnetic-ferlomagnetic

transition near Ts d 701{, ancl with the possibility of a ferromagnetic collapse

below about Tsc Z 251( (veltical arrows in Figure 4.22) . Below Tç, the FC and

ZFC curves bifurcate, indicating the presence of a significant viscous component

in the magnetization throrighout the ordered phase.

The relaxation r-esponse of the system was probecl by cooling the sample

in an applied fielcl ,F/" : 7.0Oe from a reference temperaturc TpBp : 901( in

the palamagnetic legime to the measurement temperature T 1Tc (cooling times

were essentially temperatur-e indepenclent ancl typically t" a 70m), waiting for a

time ú,, at constant 7, then abruptly reclucing the field to zero and recorcling the

clecay of the thermoremanent magnetization over four clecacles of observation time
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Is < t ( 104s. Figule 4.23 shows a sequence of relaxation isotherms measurecl

at various tempet'atures 7 in the olcleled phase, all corlesponcling to a common

wait time t, :60s, which was the shortest expelimental time requiled to achieve

thermal stability. In spite of their common experimental age to : t" f ú,,, the

isotherms exhibit a systematic change in curvature, from concave down to concave

up with increasing temperatul'e, and, at intermecliate temperatures, an inflection

point (vertical arrows in Figure 4.23) which shifts monotonically from longer to

shorter observation times as ? incleases. Isotherms for 7 < 25K ar-e all char-

acterizecl by a pronounced wait time clepenclence symptomatic of nonequilibrium

clynamics. The age clepenclence of the Ìesponse is illustrated in Figure 4.24(a) for

a representative measurement temperature T : 141( ancl for a sequence of five

wait times ú-. Figule 4.24(b) shows that the maximum in the relaxation rate

,9(t) : -AA[R(t)lôlnf (or equivalently, the inflection point in /z/¿(logú) ) prop-

agates systematically towards longer observation times as the system ages. For

T > 25K, the relaxation isotherms are uniformly concave up and the relaxation

dynamics become "stationaly", in the sense that the ther-moremanent decay ex-

hibits no experimentally detectable age dependence for all ú- ( 104s. Thus lihe

(Fes.65¡tri6.s5)s.ss2lvIn0.116 , Cr7sFe21 features a dynamic clossover from a high

tempet'ature regime of equilibrium dynamics, which is roughly coincident with

the felromagnetic phase, to a low temperature regime of glassy, nonequilibrium

clynamics, whele the relaxation response is not unique, ancl wher-e the system

becomes "stiffer" ancl responds more sluggishly to an excitation with increasing

age (in much the same manner as amorphous polymers (L. C. E. Struik, 1978),
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which become elastically less responsive ancl more "brittle" ) .

As with the (Fes.65l/zo.es)o.ssz il[n6.ns system, our primary goal was to e-

valuate the valious moclels of slow clynamics cliscussecl in the Theoly section. As

before, we begin by noting that the two relaxation regimes mentionecl above are

analytically distinct, ancl describable by two clifferent empirical functions. Ana-

lytically, all the isotherms in Figure 4.23 ancl4.24 for T < 221( may be clescribecl

with consiclerable acculacy (X7 - 103, typically), over the entire experimental ob-

servation window, by a common relaxation function consisting of a pure stletchecl

exponential clecay superposed on a time-inclepenclent baseline:

Mn(t) - Mo+ Mexp[-(tlr)'-"], (4.e)

tlre solicl curves in Figure 4.23 ancl4.24 illustrate the quality of these fits, ancl

Table 4.8 lists the values of the best fit parametels, along with other relevan-

t experimental quantities. The magnitucle and variation of the exponent n are

typical of spin glasses, while the characteristic time r exhibits an experimental

dependence on temperature, r-r - B exp[-a(Tsc l:f)], with a : 2.6 * 0.7. The

constant term /VI¡ is a feature of other experimental representations of remanent

relaxation in both spin glasses ancl ferromagnets, inclucling such canonical sys-

tems as AuFe (Chamberlin anci Haines 1990) ancl CuMn (Nordblacl, Svedlindh,

Lundgren, ancl Sanclluncl 1986), where it exhibits similal temperature- clependen-

t systematics; its presence is uncloubtedly symptomatic of the iimitations of a

stretchecl exponential description, which significantly overestimatecl the asymp-

totic (ú -- oo) relaxation rate (Norclblad et al. 1987) .
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T
lr()

t"
(min)

tu
lsec)

lulo
(I0-3emu/q\

M¿
(1.0-3emu.f s)

TL T
(.)

10 10.0 60 404.09 + 0.15 39.49 + 0.21 0.646 + 0.002 1337 + 22

12 i0.0 60 384.45 + 0.16 60.38 + 0.24 0.652 + 0.002 904 + 10
L4 9.0 60 348.49 + 0.19 80.52 + 0.34 0.699 + 0.002 513+5
L4 10.0 300 343.73 + 0.15 77.44+0.23 0.679 + 0.001 788+6
t4 10.0 900 352.81 + 0.32 80.26 + 0.40 0.683 + 0.001 1959 + 37
L4 10.0 1800 352.60 + 0.90 9L.52 +r.04 0.709 + 0.002 5058 + 265
L4 10.0 3600 293.23 + 6.30 135.33 + 6.54 0.754 + 0.004 (8.2+2.3) x 104

16 9.0 60 329.81+.0.22 96.27 +0.48 0.748 + 0.001 338+3
18 10.0 60 324.74 + 0.14 115.40 + 0.43 0.817 + 0.001 133+1
20 13.0 60 378.96 + 0.34 139.71+ 1.10 0.874 + 0.001 77.3 +. r.3
22 15.5 60 289.37 + 0.57 t90.27 +.2.04 0.914 + 0.001 32.0 + 1.1

Table 4.8: Best-fit palameters to the stretchecl exponential in Eq(a.9)

Table 4.9: Best-fit parameters to the powel law in Eq(a.10)

'-t'

(K)
tc

(min)
Lu

(sec)
Ms

(emuls)
M¿

(emu/q)
n'¿

26 72.0 60 0.366 + 0.003 (1.1+0.3)x10-z (1.847 +0.002) xI0-'
30 15.0 60 0.1668 + 0.0004 (72.41+0.04) x 10-z (4.397 +0.001) x 10-z
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In the high temperature (felromagnetic) regime in Figule 4.23 with ? )
26K, aging effects are negligible ancl the decay is incompatible with a str-etchecl

exponential representation, but is consistent with a weak power- law clepenclence

of the folm

Mn(t) - Ms -t IvI¿t-*, (4.10)

symptomatic of relaxation from a fully equilibrated fielcl coolecl state. Figure

4.23 provicles a typical illustration of the quality of the fits and Table 4.9 list-

s all the relevant expelimental parameters, including the best fit values of the

constants Ms anclm inEq(4.10). As pointed out in connection with the previ-

ous system, with legarcl to the latter regime, recent theoretical investigations of

Ising fellomagnets, specifically those with quenched ranclom exchange clisolcler-,

suggest that powel law clecay is a feature of the equilibrium clynamics of ranclom

ferromagnets. Apparently, the low frequency, long length scale fluctuations in

the ordered phase of such systems with spontaneously broken discr-ete symmetry

are droplets of coherently r-eversed spins surrounded by domain walls which ar.e

pinned to the disorcler, so that droplet annihilation requires thermal activation

over large free-energy barrier-s which grow with length scale. In fact, the long-

time behaviour of the spatially averaged tempolal spin aritocorrelation function

C(¿) :<< 
^9,(0)fi(f) )¿ - ( So >?>", where ( . .. )¿ denotes an infinite-time

average and < .. . >c a configuration average, is clominated by ch'oplet excitations

with anomalously long relaxation times which, in ranclom ferromagnets (through

a combination of activated clroplet lifetimes ancl Boltzmann droplet excitation



probabilities), are exponentially rale in ln ú, yielding a power law decay:

C(t) - "-k(trtt)" -+ Fk(T) (4.11)

for ranclom exchange where A : 7. (This result appears not to be specific to

Ising spins, since Chamber'lin's moclel for activatecl relaxation of clispersive exci-

tations on a percolation clistribution of fixed finite-sized domains, which is basecl

on quite general geometric considerations inclependent of such specifics as spin

climensionality, and which has been appliecl successfully to pure Heisenbelg fer-

lomagnets , yielcls the same asymptotic behaviour.) Moreover', Fisher ancl Huse

have pointecl out that the region of valiclity of the predicted asymptotic equilibri-

um clecay Eq(a.11) expancls to inclucle proglessively shorter obser-vation times as

the boncl clisorcler becomes more extreme, so that neally triclitical ferr.omagnets

shoulcl represent the best experimental candiclates for assessing the applicabili-

ty of Eq(4.11) . Since these are precisely the conditions which favour reentrant

ferromagnetism, it follows that the behaviour of the relaxation isotherms within

the ferromagnetic phase of the reentrant Cr6.7sPes.21 alloy (a weah power law

clecay with an exponent m - 0.02 - 0.04, and negligible wait time effects) may

be interpreted as confirmation of the theoretical preclictions.

As in the (Fe¡.651/io.¡s)o.saz NIn¡.ss system, neither the droplet scaling the-

ory of spin glasses clue to Fisher ancl Huse, or the related mesoscopic clomain

model of l{oper and Hilhorst offers a satisfactor-y functional representation of the

measured clecay. Doubie-logarithmic plots of Mn(t) versus lnú for the reentrant

clata show continuous negative curvature and thus no eviclence for an inverse loga-



Table 4.10: Best-fit parameters to Eq(2.8)

lithmic clecay ovet any appreciable time intelval, while fits to the l(oper-Hilhorst

Eq(2.8), plus a constant baseline, were Ì'easonable only in the limit of vely short

wait times t- 1 60s, and cleteriorated very r-apiclly with incr-easing f-. This is

illustlatecl in Figure 4.26, where the wait time depenclence of the measurecl de-

cay is comparecl with the l(oper-Hilholst function. It is clear that the measur-ecl

isotherms letain the same shape for clifferent ú- ancl are melely shifted along

the lnú-axis, while the predicted function changes clramatically in shape as ú-

increases, ancl only ressembles a stretched exponential for small ú,,. Table 4.10

listed all the best-fit parameters. The fits in Crs.7sFe6.21 suffel from the same

short-comings as those in the (Fes.651Vi¡.ss)o.eezMns.11s sfstem, and the fitting

parameters generally exhibit similar systematics. Thus the aging mechanism pro-

posecl by Koper and Hilhorst is not adequate to explain the nonequilibrium effects

observed in oul magnetic systems.

Tlre relaxation clata in Figure 4.22 werc also fitted to the two model relax-

ation functions predicted by the percolation theory of Chamberlin and Haines:

I
(r()

tc
(min) ( sec)

lVls
(I}-t emuls)

tvl;
(I0-r emu/s)

ts
(sec)

d
( x10-2

D n

l0 IU.U 60 3.73 + 0.09 1.74 + 0.08 I.U4 X IU r.ó1 = u.uð U.ðT f U.Uð 0.957 + 0.006
T2 10.0 60 3.73 + 0.04 2.rE A 0.03 6.97 x 10-' z.óz t u.ug 1.3 + 0.2 0.954 + 0.007
74 t.t.U 6U 3.49 t 0.03 3.07 t 0.01 1.04 x l0-r 4.1 + 0.1 3.0 + 0.9 0.971 f 0.u08
l4 r0.0 300 3.3 + 0.1 3.21 + 0.06 4XIIJ +.v t u,4 E*13 U.UY :t U.UZ
I4 10.0 900 3.4 + 0.1 3.ZU t 0.09 E.9 X IO- 4.3 X. O.4 5+17 0.98 + 0.06
74 10.0 IEUU ó.Ð Í u.r 3.2 f 0.I o.9 x 1u- 4.r +0.4 5+24 u.v I t u.r
l4 r 0.0 3600 3.4 + 0.1 3.20 + 0.07 3.42 x 70- 4.r I tJ.A 5t34 0.96 t 0.18
I6 9.0 60 3.32 + 0.03 3.89 * 0.04 E.5 x 10- 5.5 +O.2 4*2 0.98 + 0.01
18 10.0 60 J.Zg t 0.04 4.26 + 0.06 8.6 x 10- 6.7 +O.2 4+4 0.99 + 0.01
2t) rJ.U 60 3.94 * 0.04 3.94 + 0.05 4.46 x 10-v 6.3 + 0.2 2t2 0.98 + 0.01
22 15.5 60 3.14 + 0.04 3.92 + 0.05 4.29 x lt) 6.5 t 0.2 0.r7 +o.02 0.98 + 0.01
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$Sutç 4.25: Thermoremanent rela¡cation isotherms at various temperatures ? <
Tç, allcorresponding to a wait time ú.u : 60s. The solid curves .." fit, to Eq(2.g).
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Figure 4.26: Wait-time dependence of the thermoremanent relaxation at T :
14K. The solid curves are ûts to Eq(2.S).
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Figure 4.27: Thermoremanent rela>cation isotherms for various temperatures and
for a common wait time ú,, - 60s. The solid curves are Êts to Eq(4.13) for
T < 22K and to Eq(4.12) for T > 26K. The vertical arrows mark the location
of the relaxation timeT*fT- for average-sized antialigned/aligned domains.
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Figure 4.28: Wait-time dependence of the thermoremanent relaxation at T =I4K. The solid curves are fits to Eq(4.13). The vertical arrows mark the location
of the relaxation time 7.. for averagò-sizéd antialigned domains.
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NI(t) -- ùro i tuI¿

M(t): NIo* IvI¿

Table 4.11: Best-fit parameters to Eq(a.13)

rrlleerp(-rzls)erp(-tr_e-c/,) d,r,C > 0 (4.L2)

rrl/eerp(-rz/s)erp(-ta*e-c/,¡ clx,C < 0 (4.13)

lo*

lo*

Guicled by our experience with the (Fe¡.65JVzs.ss)o.aszMn6.11s system, the

low temperatule nonequilibrium data for T < 221{ were fitted ro M¡(t), while

the high temperature data for T > 25K were fitted to M-(t). The solid curves

in Figure 4.27 and 4.28 show these least square fits and Table 4.LL and 4.12

summarize the best-fit parameters for all the isotherms. The vertical alrows for

T < 221{ in Figur-e 4.27 ancI4.28 show the relaxation times for the average-sizecl

antialigned domains, T+ = lfa*: [øaexp(+Clz)]-t while the vertical arrows

on the T : 261( ancl 30K isotherms mark the relaxation times of the average-size

aligned domains, T-: Ilu-: lu- exp(-C/u)]-l.

Within the low temperature reentrant phase, fits to the antialigned function

M+(t) alone, superposecl on a constant baseline, ar-e reasonable, but measurably

'1'

rI()
tc

min)
tu

(sec)
IUIO

(10-3 emuls)
tvl;

(I0-3 emu / q\
u+
(Hr)

C V¡
(sec)

IU lu.t 60 407.33 + 0.05 12.46 a 0.03 (2.03 f 0.04 0 23.21 +O.tO (0.62+.0.02) x 10i
t2 r0.0 60 388.81+ 0.04 1Y.ÐJ Í U.UJ 3.16 + 0.03) x 0- 24.63 + 0.06 (0.40t0.08)xI0'
14 9.0 60 353.2r i Lì.04 28.45 +0.04 1.91 È 0.02) x 0-5 34.1ì5 * 0.U8 (I.247+0.0003)x10,
t4 u.0 300 349.15 + 0.04 25.83 + 0.03 '¿.27 t 0.o'. X 0 28.75 + 0.06 (2.68+0.05) x 103
T4 0.0 900 362.78 + 0.06 24.05 f 0.04 74 t 0.02 X 0 25.33 Í 0.06 (6.4I 10.14) x I0'
L4 0.0 1800 JTU.ttti t 0.10 24.61 A 0.05 .03 + 0.0 X 0 25.63 * 0.06 I.03t0.02) x l0¿
t4 U.U 3600 351.53 t 0.22 24.89 + 0.08 4.63 A 0.I0 X 0 25.64+.0.06 (2.28+ 0.07) x 10r
ltt 9.0 60 335.27 + 0.06 J6.81 A U.L}E 82 t 0.1 X 0 46.94+0.r4 3.U9 t 1.2
18 10.0 60 330.59 t 0.09 Ðu.4t tu,zu 9.53 + 0.30 X 0 /ð.Ðz Í u.Jo 19.35+0.09) x l0-
20 3.0 60 3E6.70 * 0.27 65.57 + 0.61 r.93 ú tì.20 (.) 125.72 + 1.24 (1.0+0.3) x 10-
22 15.5 60 300.08 + 1.03 93.95 + 2.55 195.05 + 5.36 1.4+1.9)x10-s
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Table 4.12: Best-fit parameter-s to Eq@.12)

inferior to the stretchecl exponential (lny\ly! - 0.92); howeveL, the quality of

these fits improves systematically with increasing system age until, for ú- 2 900s,

fits to A/I+(t) ale better- than fits to the stretched exponential. As before, we

interpret this behavior- as evidence for the inadequacy of a static domain-size clis-

tribution (R. V. Chamber-lin ancl D. N. Haines, 1990) clue to the possibility of

clomain growth in the eally stages of aging. An inspection of Table 4.11 shows

that, in the low temperature glassy phase where the M¡(t) is the appropriate rep-

resentation, the average lelaxation time T¡ of the antialigned domains clecleases

monotonically with increasing temperature 7, but increases with increasing wait

time. Thus as the temperature 7 goes up, the lesponse is clominated by clomains

which relax more quichly, while, as the age (t-) increases, the more slowly relaxing

clomains ar-e increasingly responsible for the clecay. In general, 7a lies within our

experimental observation window, and thus confirms oul choice of NI¡(t) as the

appropr-iate function. However, near the crossover temperature, specifically for

7 : 18,20,22K,7-,. falls well below the lower limit of our observation window.

Nloreover, an inspection of Table 4.12 shows that, in the ferromagnetic regime, 7-

appears to be too lar-ge for T : 26K, but reasonable for T : 30K. This suggests

that, in the crossover- legion, a more appropriate clescription might be a superpo-

sition of M¡(t) and luI-(t), with the M¡(t) component wealçening and the M-(t)

l
(K)

tc
(min)

tu
(sec)

Nlo
(r0-3 em.u/ g)

lvl ¿

(lo-3 emuls)
u_
(H,\

C T

sec)
26 12.0 60 151.2 + 3.0 73.6 + 1.2 1.22*0.87ìx10- t41.4t 2.3 (ð.2 1Ð.y, x ru"
30 15.0 60 122.7 +r.7 59.4 + 1.0 (2.57 +. I.37) x I0- r05.2 * 1.3 13.8 t 2.1) x 10'
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component graclually strengthening as 7 increases. However', our data is confined

to a ternpor-al lange which is too namow to support a 5-parameter fit with any

reliability, as mentionecl earlier in connection with the (Fe¡.65/Vis.35)¡.ss2 Mnorß

system.

The correlation coefficient C, which is relatecl to a parameter Ct in the

percolation distribution of domain sizes, cletelmines the shape of the spectr-um

of relaxation times through r : rcpexp(-Clr). Single exponential, or Debye,

response thus corresponcls to C : 0. In the glassy phase, C increases with

increasing tempelatur-e. However, its tenclency to decrease with increasing wait

time ú- (ng.), may support our earlier contention of domain growth in connection

with (Fes.651V26.35)6.sezMnorß, since, î1," - st/e exp[-(C's)z/3] wouicl increase as

C' --- 0 fol larger s.

Lastly, we turn to the Bouchaucl model of thermally activated hopping

between metastable, ranclom, fi'ee-energy wells where is given by the relaxation

of glassy mater-ials in the extreme nonergodic limit is given by

M(t) : M¿expl-1 
Io' 

,'(t * t-)'-rctrl. (4.14)

All the isotherms for' 7 < 22K are compatible with Eq(4.14), ancl the solid

curves in Figure 4.29 and 4.30 show the best fits to this expression, with the

best fit parametels Trlit'1, ancl r listed in Table 4.13, and with ú., assignecl its

experimental value. As in (Fes.65N?'6.s5)s.ss2lvIns.11s, all three fitting parameters

ale only weakly dependent on system age, thus lending consiclerable credibili-

ty to the proposed aging mechanism, which is manifested explicitly through a
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single, experimentally-clefined parameter t-. The systematic cleviations appar-

ent in some of the isotherms at long obselvation times, particularly in younger

ver-sions of the system (¿,, < 300s) where the clata tend to exhibit more cur-

vatule than the theoretical expression, are similar to those encountered in the

(Fe¡.651/z¡.s5)s.ss2fuIns.11s slstem, ancl theil origins have been cliscussed earlier in

connection with this system. In Crs.TsF€s.21, ãs in (Fes.65Ni,o.zs)o.aszVIlù0.rr¡, r

incr-eases with temperature throughout the glassy phase (T < Tsc), thus offering

support for the REM picture, over the stanclalcl SI( moclel, although once again

the temperatule clepenclence is not linear, in agreement with the recent obser-

vations of Bouchaud et al. (More specifically, r 6 71'2+0'r for 7 ( 181{, ancl

then flattens abruptly above about 18K.) As befole, the power law relaxation

Ìesponse in the high temperatule phase g > 261{), where the dynamics are

observecl to be stationai-y (age-inclepenclent), is analytically consistent with the

prediction of the Bouchaud moclel (with rn : r - 1) in the extleme equilibrium

limit where the system ergodically probes a phase space for which the deepest

traps of any significance are rnla:j) - 'fr-rl*çt-)tl* < ú-, clue to the form of the

trapping distribution.

We also performed a temperature cycling expei-iment on Crs.7sFe6.21 as fol-

lows. The sample was coolecl in a field H": 0.\Oe to the measuÌement tempera-

ture 7 - I5I(, and after a long wait time t-: I}as atT :75K, a temperature

cycling T --+ T + AT -+ 7 was performecl fot t.o"¡" ry 300s, aftel which the fielcl

\ryas removecl. Figure 4.31 shows the results for the temper.ature increments AT

from 0 to 1.6K as listecl. As before, the isotherm AT : oo was obtainecl by
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Figure 4.29: Thermoremanent rela>cation isotherms for various temperatures and
for a common wait time ú- - 60s. The solid curves are fits to Eq(4.14).
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Figure 4.30: Wait-time dependence of the thermoremanent relaxation at T :
14K. The solid curves are fits to Eq(a.la).
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Table 4.13: Best-fit parameters to Eq(a.la)

T
(r()

t"
(min)

t,
(sec)

fuI¿

(10-2emuls)
I T

10 10.0 60 44.r * 0.2 0.012 + 0.003 0.46 +0.02
t2 i0.0 60 44.2+0.2 0.019 + 0.003 0.55 + 0.02
I4 9.0 60 42.9 +0.2 0.023 + 0.002 0.72 +0.02
I4 10.0 300 42.9 +0.2 0.026 + 0.002 0.79 + 0.02
l4 10.0 900 43.9 +0.2 0.027 + 0.002 0.78 + 0.02

L4 10.0 1800 44.8+0.2 0.028 + 0.002 0.78 + 0.02
t4 10.0 3600 42.9 +0.2 0.029 + 0.002 0.77 +0.02
16 9.0 60 43.5+0.2 0.024 + 0.002 0.82 + 0.02
18 10.0 60 47.0 + 0.2 0.021 + 0.002 0.91 + 0.01

20 13.0 60 52.1+0.2 0.015 + 0.002 0.92 + 0.01

22 15.5 60 45.6 + 0.2 0.018 + 0.002 0.93 + 0.01

lreating the system above 7s6, then cooling ancl aging at ? for t- 1t"tr"t".

As shown in the figure, fol small values of A7(< 0.811), there is a single

maximnm at t* ry t- : 104s, which is graclually suppressecl with increasing

47. Howevet, for values of AZ larger- than 0.8I(, not oniy is this maximum at

longer wait times suppressed, but a seconcl maximum begins to grow at shorter

obselvation times, in the vicinity of t'*= t.r"¡.. As the maximum at longer times

weakens, the maximum at shorter times strengthens. A comparison of Figures

4.17 and 4.31 shows that the structure induced by temperature cycling is much

more cleally clefinecl in Crs.7sFes.21 than it is in (Fe6.65Nz¡ .zs)o.sszMn¡.116. This is

plobably because the shorter cooling times in the former system leacl to stronger

curvature in the original relaxation isotherms, and this in turn permits multiple

inflection points to be r-esolvecl more easily.

lVhile the droplet and heirarchical approaches both offer-apparently reason-
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Figure 4.31: The relaxation rate .9(ú) measured after cooling in a field ^F1. - L.\Oe
toT : )p!(, waiting for ú,,1 - 1Q4",_cycling from.? -+ T +^T --+ ?, with
t"ya" :^200s, and then removing the field. ÃT : oo .corresponds to warming
above ?s6.
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able, although very cliffelent, explanations for this phenomenon, r^ecent reports in

the literature (Lefloch, et al. 1992) of negative tempelature cycling expei-iments

appeai- to support the heirarchical picture. Accorcling to these r-eports, lengthy

aging at T, followecl by a cycling from T --+ T - AT --, T, clo not appear to

influence the age of the system, and when the tempelature is returned to 7, the

system simply continues to age from the state reachecl before the cycling',¡/as per-

folmecl. Thus thele is a cleal asymmetry in the experiments which contraclicts the

clroplet moclel, according to which lalge clomains will fi'actule into small clomains

whenever the moclulus I AT I is large enough for the ovellap length laT to fall

below the clomain size at T.

Can this asymmetly be accounted for-within the heirarchical pictur-e? Refer-

ing back to Figule 4.18, suppose the system is cooled to 7 ancl falls into valley

B, for example. As aging ploceeds at 7, the system attempts to explole the oth-

er valleys a ancl 7 and establish an equilibrium population distribution. If the

system is now cooled to T - 47, it will equilibrate quickly within the sets (sub-

valleys) B¿, b:ut the relative populations of the different sets a¿, B¿, and 7¿ will not

change because the bar-riers between the sets are too high. Thus cooling does not

bring the system any closer to equilibrium with regarcl to the a, þ, .l populations,

ancl when T - LT ---+ 7, the adclitional equilibration within the subvalleys is lost

by coalesence, and the system simply picks up where it left off after the original

aging at 7.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The relaxation response of all matelials with glassy structule exhibits some

remarhably universal characteristics, which inclicates that the unclellying physi-

cal mechanism lesponsible for-this behaviour must be so general as to transcencl

many of the system-specific cletails. A number of moclels of glassy clynamics have

been ploposecl in the literature, and it has been the purpose of this thesis to eval-

uate some of the mole recent cancliclates within a lather specific context: name-

ly, magnetic relaxation in exchange bond-disordered polycrystalline ferromagnet-

s with reentrancy. The two systems examined, (-Fe6.651/i,s.s5)s.ss2lvI7?¡.i1s ancl

Crs.7sFes.21, exhibit two analytically and thermally clistinct relaxation regimes:

a high temperature phase of equilibrium response, where the thermoremanent

decay is "stationary" ancl shows no dependence on the age of the system, as de-

fined by the time that the system is helcl at a temperature T below its ordering

tempelature prior to the application of a fielcl excitation; and a low temperature

"glassy" phase, where the relaxation isother.ms become age dependent, and where

the age of the system itself is unstable with respect to small fluctuations in tem-
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peÌature, just as one observes in the viscoelastic properties of orclinary glasses

ancl amorphous polymels.

There ale two closely related models of clornain growth by Fisher ancl Huse,

ancl l(oper ancl Hilhor-st. Both ale preclicated on the notion thai the approach to

equilibr-ium proceeds through the nucleation ancl gr-owth of clomains of the allowecl

system phases, which is however consiclerably retarcled by the disor.cler (in fact the

growth is only logarithmic, R - (lnt)l/'l'). While there are incleecl some appealing

(qualitative) corlelations between the predictions of these moclels ancl some of the

experimental systematics, these moclels fail to reprocluce an acceptable analytical

description of most of the measuled isother-ms. The Chamberlin-Haines approach,

which dismisses clomain growth as irrelevant, ancl insteacl focuses on the r-elaxation

of dispersive excitations (magnons) which are quantizecl clue to finite size effects,

within a fixed percolation clistribution of clomains, cloes seem to offer a compatible

analytical r-epresentation of the isotherms. HoweveL, this description still relies

on the presence of an artificial constant baseline for its quality of agreement, ancl

contains too many variable palameters of obscure physical relevance to permit a

consistent and meaningful interpretation.

It is our belief that Bouchaud's model of anomalous diffusion in a complex,

phase-space, energy lanclscape, characterizecl by a large number of ranclom tlaps

which capture the system as it evolves towards equilibrium (presumably the cleep-

est traps), has the most potential to ultimately explain the variety of intriguing

relaxation phenomena observed in glassy system. In particulal, it offers a very

specific and physically appealing mechanism for the aging plocess, according to
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which aging is a consequence of the system's inability to explole all the available

phase space when the mean trapping time ( r > cliverges. It also provicles an

analytical representation of the clecay which is remalkably compatible with exper-

iment, consiclering the small number- of parameters (and especially the avoidance

of the constant baseline). While many cletails 
'-emain 

to be worhed out, such as

quantitative modelling of the thelmal cycling experiments, this model has the

capacity to apply to all glassy systems, inclepenclent of their chemical mahe-up,

ancl their cletails of the micloscopic interactions.
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